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1 Introduction 
Ethnically the Belorussians are the descendants of those ancient East 
Slavonic tribes - the Dregoviči, Radimiči and Krivici - which inhabited the 
territory between the rivers Pripjat' (Pripyat) and Western Dvina in the 
upper reaches of the Dnepr (Dnieper) and along the Sož (Sozh). When, in 
the middle of the thirteenth century, Russia fell under the Tatar yoke, there 
began a long period of political separation of what is now Belarus, until 
recently known as Belorussia, and the Ukraine. Between then and the 
end of the first quarter of the fourteenth century the principalities which lay 
on the territory of present-day Belarus were incorporated into the Grand 
Duchy of Lithuania; later, following the Union of Lublin (1569), they 
became part of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth until re-unification 
with Russia in 1795. It was this period of separation that saw the break-up 
of Old Russian into three distinct East Slavonic languages: Belorussian, 
Ukrainian and Russian. 

A written language developed on Belorussian territory at an early stage. 
In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the tradition of copying manuscripts 
was carried out in such centres as Polack (Polotsk) and Тигай (Turov), but 
the language of these was Church Slavonic. It was only from the fourteenth 
century that vernacular elements began to appear in texts of Belorussian 
provenance, while the establishment of Belorussian as a literary language 
belongs to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when its status was greatly 
enhanced by its adoption as the official language of the Grand Duchy. 
During this period the orthographical and grammatical norms of Old 
Belorussian were established, despite a tendency to preserve traditional 
Church Slavonic-influenced forms, both in spelling and morphology. Thus 
already in the orthography of fourteenth-century documents we can 
discern such characteristic features of Belorussian pronunciation as the 
change of initial pre-consonantal [v] to [u]; the use of fricative [y] (plosive 
[g] was represented by the digraph гк); the depalatalization of [ž'], [ć'], 
[s'], [c'] and [r']; and the clusters [ri], [li] in place of Proto-Slavonic liquid 
+ ъ. However, the most salient feature of Belorussian vowel phonology, 
akanne (the pronunciation of unstressed [o] as [a]), was reflected in the 
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orthography only sporadically at this time and even two centuries later its 
reflection remained inconsistent. The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries also 
saw much innovation in Belorussian lexis. The principal source of loan-
words was Polish, which, since it also served as the medium for the intro-
duction into Belorussian of loan-words from Latin and the western 
European languages, played an important role in the expansion of the 
vocabulary of Belorussian at this period in its history. 

The end of the sixteenth century, however, saw the beginning of a 
gradual decline in the use of written Belorussian, initially in favour of Latin 
after the Union of Brest (1596) which was intended to unite the Orthodox 
and Catholic churches, but increasingly as the seventeenth century wore on 
in favour of Polish. This decline culminated in 1697 in the banning of 
Belorussian from use in all state documents and court proceedings, a ban 
which ushered in perhaps the bleakest century in the whole history of the 
language. During the eighteenth century written Belorussian was kept alive 
almost entirely through 'interludes' to school dramas which were 
performed at religious festivals and on other public holidays (the plays 
themselves were written in Church Slavonic, Latin or Polish). 

With the partitions of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (1772-95) 
Belorussia became part of the Russian Empire, but the shift of political 
power from Warsaw to St Petersburg provided no greater opportunities for 
the country to develop cultural and linguistic independence. On the 
contrary, the tsarist authorities treated it simply as the north-western 
province of Russia and its language as a dialect of Great Russian, banning 
it as a medium of instruction in schools and placing an embargo on the 
publication of works in Belorussian in Russian journals which was lifted 
only in 1905. 

Thus, at the beginning of the twentieth century Belorussian still had no 
codified alphabetical, orthographical or grammatical norms. Work was 
begun on these in the period of the newspaper Наша Hiea/Nasa niva 'Our 
cornfield' (1906-14), which succeeded in establishing standard alphabets, 
both Cyrillic and Latin (see Mayo 1977). It was continued in particular by 
Branislań Taraškevič, whose Belorussian Grammar for Schools 
(TapaiiiKeBin/Taraskevic 1918) quickly became the standard against 
which other proposals for orthographical and grammatical norms were 
measured. 

The period from 1918-30 was one of intense activity on the part of 
Belorussian linguists: in an atmosphere of optimism and linguistic freedom 
work was begun on the first dictionaries of Modern Belorussian and in 
addition to Taraškevič's Grammar a number of others made their appear-
ance. All this came to an end with the rise of Stalin and the publication in 
1933 of a decree entitled 'On the changes and simplification of the Belo-
russian orthography'. The introduction to the decree (which, incidentally, 
also prescribed certain morphological changes) left no doubt as to its politi-
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Table 16.1 Belorussian alphabet 

Cyrillic Transliteration Cyrillic Transliteration 

A а а O о о 
Б б b П п P 
В в v P P г 
Г г h C с s 
д д d T т t 
(Дж дж)а dž У У u 
(Дз дз)а dz У У u 
Е е e ф ф f 
Ё ёь ё X x x 
Ж ж ž Ц ц с 
3 3 z ч ч č 
I i i ш ш š 
Й й j ы ы У 
К к k Б ь 
л л 1 Э э ё 
M м m Ю ю ju 
H н n Я я ja 

Notes:The apostrophe ('), representing / j / after a consonant and before a vowel, is 
conventionally regarded as not being a letter of the alphabet. 
dThe digraphs дж and дз represent the affricates /dž/ and /dz/ , but for the 
purposes of alphabetical ordering (for example, in dictionaries) each is treated as a 
sequence of two letters. They may not, however, be separated when hyphenating a 
word at the end of a line. 
bIn alphabetical ordering ё is treated as distinct from e and merits a separate section 
(following e) in dictionaries. 

cal nature nor as to its aim of bringing Belorussian closer to Russian (see 
Mayo 1978). There followed a period of intensive Russification of the 
language in all its aspects. Something of a revival in the fortunes of written 
Belorussian at least began in the 1960s with a resurgence of scholarly 
interest in the language, the appearance of a 90,000-word Belorussian-
Russian Dictionary and of the first edition of the Academy of Sciences 
Grammar of Belorussian. In the ensuing quarter of a century much more 
has appeared: grammars, textbooks and a wide range of dictionaries, 
including a long-awaited comprehensive monolingual dictionary of Belo-
russian (ATpaxoBin/Atraxovic 1977-84). 

Against this must be set the spread of Russian as the primary means of 
public communication and an increasing, if imperfect, bilingualism, par-
ticularly among the educated urban population. According to the 1979 
census, there were just under 9.5 million ethnic Belorussians in the former 
Soviet Union, of whom just over 7.5 million (about 80 per cent) were resi-
dent in the Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic (BSSR); disturbingly, the 
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same census found that only 74.2 per cent (83.5 per cent of those living in 
the BSSR, but only 36.8 per cent of those outside) considered Belorussian 
their native language. This compares with figures of 84.2 per cent in 1959 
and 80.6 per cent in 1970 and is the lowest figure for any of the titular 
nationalities of the Union Republics (for all the others, with the exception 
of the Ukrainians at 82.8 per cent, the figure was above 90 per cent). Since 
it is a reasonable assumption that most of the remaining 25.8 per cent 
regarded Russian as their native language, and given that the census also 
revealed that 57 per cent of all Belorussians claimed fluent command of 
Russian as a second language, the status of Belorussian within the Soviet 
Union remained somewhat problematical. Nevertheless, the most recent 
signs are rather more encouraging. There is clear evidence of a national 
revival, predominantly political and cultural but also linguistic: for 
example, one hears far more Belorussian spoken on the streets of the capi-
tal, Minsk, than even five years ago; there is growing concern at the 
contamination of the language by Russian and a corresponding resistance 
to the adoption of Russisms where adequate native resources exist; the 
Таварыства беларускай мовы/Tavarystva belaruskaj movy 'Society 
for the Belorussian Language' publishes its own journal and has set up a 
terminological commission to revive and continue work begun in the 1920s. 

Outside the territory of the former Soviet Union there is a sizeable 
national minority living in the Białystok region of eastern Poland and the 
language is also kept alive by emigre communities in western Europe, 
North America and Australia. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
The inventory of segmental phonemes in Belorussian is set out in table 
16.2. In the discussion which follows, unless otherwise indicated, the 
orthography (through the transliteration given) matches the phoneme 
inventory. The vowel sounds [i] and [i] (orthographically ы/у) do not 
represent separate phonemes in Belorussian, since the two are found 
entirely in complementary distribution: [i] occurs in word-initial position 
or following a palatalized consonant; [i] is restricted to following a non-
palatalized consonant, for example, спы/sity 'sieves' [s'iti] versus сыты/ 
syty 'satisfied' [siti]. On the role of the semi-vowel [w] (spelt у/й), see 
below. 

Looking at the table, one is immediately struck by the high incidence of 
opposition between palatalized consonants (indicated by ') and non-
palatalized consonants, illustrated in such contrasts as стол /stol 'table' 
/stol/versus стол b/stoi' 'ceiling' /stol ' / . Belorussian has only seven non-
palatalized consonant phonemes which lack palatalized counterparts: / t / , 
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Table 16.2 Segmental phonemes of Belorussian 

Vowels 
i 0) и 
e о 

a 

Consonants Labio- Palato-
Bilabial dental Dental Alveolar alveolar Velar 

Plain stop Р P' t k k' 
b b' d g g' 

Affricate C c' C 
dz dz' dž 

Fricative f f' s s' š x x' 
v v' z z' ž V v' 

Nasal m m' n n' 
Lateral 1 l' 
Trill r 
Semi-

vowel (w) j 

/ d / , / r / , / č / , /dž/ , / š / , / ž / ; and just / j / without a non-palatalized 
counterpart. It should be noted, however, that the functional yield of 
palatalization with the velars is minimal and that the dental affricate /dz/ is 
a marginal segment. 

In Belorussian no single accentual pattern is used throughout the 
language. The stress can, in principle, occur on any syllable of a word and 
is mobile. (It is not usually marked in writing, but is shown in this chapter 
by an upright accent,'). It may thus be the sole means of distinguishing 
between different lexical items, for example, музыка/тигука 'musician' 
and музыка/muzyka 'music', сталы/staly 'tables' and сталы/staly 
'grown-up'; and between morphological forms of the same item, for 
example, шлы/pily (GEN SG), пшы/pily (NOM-ACC PL) from nina/pila 
'saw'. 

Linked to the mobility of the stress and a major restriction on the 
distribution of vowel phonemes in Belorussian is the phenomenon of 
akanne, whereby in unstressed syllables the opposition between / о / and 
/ a / and, in certain contexts, between / e / and / a / , is neutralized. The 
details and orthographic representation of this phenomenon are different 
from those of Russian akan'e. Belorussian - at least in the Central dialects 
upon which the standard language is based - is characterized by 'strong' or 
'full' akanne, that is, a type which requires a fully fledged [a] in all 
unaccented syllables, pre- or post-stress. Furthermore, it is highly visible 
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since, with few exceptions, it is reflected in the orthography, as the follow-
ing examples will show: вада/vada 'water' - воды/vody (NOM-ACC PL); 
малады/malady 'young' - м о л а д з ь / т о ^ г ' 'youth'; вынасщь/ 
vynasic' 'to wear out' - Bbmociijb/vynosic' 'to carry out'; рака/гака 
'river' - p3Ki/rfeki (NOM-ACC PL); чарапы/сагару nominative-accusative 
plural of чэрап/сёгар 'skull'. Standard Belorussian is also characterized by 
strong jakanne, in which the opposition between / e / and / a / and between 
/ о / and / a / after palatalized consonants is neutralized in unaccented syll-
ables. Here the orthography is less consistent: jakanne is mirrored only in 
the pre-tonic syllable of native words and a small number of loan-words 
long assimilated into the language, for example, нядоля/njadólja 'bad 
luck', каляндар/kaljandar 'calendar'. Elsewhere historical spelling 
prevails, thus нежанаты/neźanaty 'unmarried' [n'ažanati], секунда/ 
sekunda 'second' [s'akunda]. 

A further constraint on the phoneme / о / is that in native words, with a 
very small number of exceptions, it does not occur word-initially. 
(ATpaxoBi4/Atraxovič 1977-84 lists only seventy entries under the letter 
о, of which fifty-three are of foreign origin, and of the remainder eight are 
interjections.) Before initial stressed / о / prothetic / v / develops, for 
example, BÓKa/voka 'eye'. A similar development is found with initial 
stressed /u / , as in вугал/vuhal 'angle'. In the case of unstressed / u / there 
is normally no prothesis, for example, урад/urad 'government', but occa-
sionally, by analogy, prothetic /v / is found here also, as in BycaTbi/vusaty 
'bewhiskered' by analogy with вус/vus 'moustache'. Another important 
restriction on / u / is that, except at the beginning of a sentence, after a 
pause or at the beginning of a proper noun, it cannot occur after a vowel. 
In such a position it is replaced by the semi-vowel /w/ : compare the form 
of the preposition in ён прыёхау у горад/ёп ргуёхай и hórad 'he arrived 
in town' and яна прыёхала у горад/jana pryexala й hórad 'she arrived 
in town'. (For other origins of /w/ , including that in прыёхау/ргуёхай, 
see below.) 

The orthographical representation of palatalization in Belorussian is 
achieved not by having distinct symbols for palatalized and non-palatalized 
consonants which, given the number of such oppositions, would have 
resulted in a rather cumbersome alphabet, but by the following expedient. 
Word-finally or medially before another consonant, palatalization is shown 
by the use of the letter ь (the so-called 'soft sign') after the palatalized 
consonant, as in дзень/dzen' 'day' or nicbMo/pis'mo 'letter'. Before a 
vowel, palatalized and non-palatalized consonants are distinguished by the 
use of different vowel symbols: after a non-palatalized consonant the 
letters а, э, ы, о, у are used; after a palatalized consonant - я, e, i, ё, ю: 
compare быць/byc' 'to be' /bič ' / and бщь/bic' 'to beat' /b'icV. After 
the formerly palatalized consonants / c / , / č / , / š / , / ž / , Belorussian consist-
ently uses the vowel symbols а, э, ы, о, у, as in цэлы/сё1у 'whole', 
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жыць/źyc' Чо live'. Representation of the semi-vowel phoneme / j / in 
Belorussian is complex: syllable-finally the letter й is used, for example, 
чай/čaj 'tea', 6óńKi/bójki 'bold'; after a consonant / j / is represented by 
the apostrophe (') followed by an iotated vowel, for example, аб 'ёМ/аЬ'ёт 
'volume' /abjóm/; word-initially or following a vowel the symbols я, e, 
i, ё, ю represent the sequence of / j / plus vowel, for example, яго/jahó 
'his' / jayó/, веяць/vejac' Чо blow' /v 'ejac ' / . 

There are a number of major restrictions on the distribution of con-
sonant phonemes, not all of which are reflected in the orthography. Word-
final obstruents are always voiceless; orthographically, however, 
Belorussian maintains a distinction between, for example, лёт/let 'flight' 
and лёд/led 'ice', both of which are pronounced / l 'o t / . The same is true 
medially where clusters of obstruents assimilate to the final one, for 
example, казка/кагка 'tale' /kaska/, npocbča/pros'ba 'request' 
/proz'ba/. This assimilation is reflected orthographically only at the 
prefix-stem boundary in the case of prefixes ending in з /z and c/s, for 
example, раздаць/razdac' 'to distribute' versus раскшуць/raskinuc' 'to 
scatter'. Although the voiced labio-dental fricatives /v / , / v ' / have voice-
less counterparts in / f / , / f ' / , the relationship between them is not the 
same as that between, say, / z / , / z ' / and / s / , / s ' / . The sole source of the 
phonemes / f / , / f ' / in Belorussian is loan-words, in which they are 
encountered in the same environments as other voiceless obstruents, for 
example, фасоля/fasólja 'kidney beans', феномен/fenomen 
'phenomenon'. The restriction on /v / , / v ' / is wider: they cannot occur 
before any consonant, whether voiced or voiceless, or word-finally; in such 
positions we find instead the semi-vowel /w/ , for example, прауда/ 
prańda 'truth' /prawda/, кроу/кгой 'blood' /krow/. A similar restriction 
applies to the lateral /1/, but only to the non-palatalized version and, 
word-finally, only in the past tense masculine singular, for example, 
поуны/ройпу 'full' /pówni/, HbiTay/cytaO 'was reading' /čitaw/, but 
вол/vol 'ox' /vol/. Characteristic of Belorussian is the depalatalization of 
labials (including non-native / f ' / ) in pre-consonantal and word-final 
positions, as in сем/sem '7' / s 'em/ but genitive с я м ^ ' а п и /s 'am' i / . The 
opposition of palatalized and non-palatalized labials is thus confined to 
pre-vocalic position, for example, мета/meta 'mark' /m'eta/ versus 
M3Ta/m<bta 'aim' /meta/. Pre-consonantal word-initial / m / , /1/ and / r / 
are restricted to an environment in which the preceding word, not sep-
arated by a pause, ends in a vowel; otherwise prothetic / i / develops; 
compare яна лгала/jana lhala 'she lied' and ён шгау/ёп ilhaii 'he lied'. 

We shall now turn our attention to those important phonological 
processes not already referred to that have characterized the development 
of Belorussian from Proto-SIavonic via Old Russian. The earliest of these 
was the treatment of the groups *orC, *o/C and *CorC, *Co/C, *CerC, 
*Ce/C. Belorussian shares the treatment of *orC, *olC with Russian, 
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Ukrainian and the West Slavonic languages except Czech and Slovak: 
under falling pitch it shows metathesis, under rising pitch metathesis with 
lengthening; thus, PS1. *orstb, *orlo, Bel. рост/rost 'growth', рала/га1а 
'plough'. In word-medial position these groups underwent, in East Slavonic 
only, what is traditionally known as pleophony, that is the diphthong 
developed a vowel either side of the sonant, for example, *CorC > CoroC. 
The Proto-Slavonic pitch pattern is directly reflected in the position of the 
stress in Belorussian pleophonic groups: rising pitch = stress on second 
syllable, falling pitch = stress on first, for example, балота/balota 'bog', 
6epar/berah 'bank'. Another early change, shared with Ukrainian and 
some Southern Russian dialects, is the spirantization of [g] to [y] (ortho-
graphically г/h), as in год/hod 'year' /yot / , which Wexler (1977: 98) 
associates with phonological developments resulting from the third palatal-
ization of the velars. A plosive [g] (also spelt г /h) is now heard in only a 
few words, chiefly borrowings from Polish such as ry3ijc/huzik 'button' 
/guzIk/. Still in the pre-literary period, the Proto-Slavonic nasal vowels 
were lost: *ę became [u], while *ę gave [a] with palatalization of the 
preceding consonant (though later depalatalization may obscure this), for 
example, PS1. *mgzb, *грс1ъ9 Bel. муж/muž 'husband', рэд/rad 'row'. In 
Belorussian the East Slavonic innovatory shift of [e] to [o] before non-
palatalized consonants (but with retention of palatalization in the preceding 
consonant) is limited to stressed syllables, for example, сёлы/sely (NOM-
ACC PL) from сяло/sjaló 'village' (< [s'elo]), спёкаЛрёка 'heat' but яго/ 
jahó 'his (< [j'eyo]). This shift must have taken place in the pre-
Belorussian dialects before the depalatalization of [š] and [ž], since 
nowhere are these consonants preceded by / ' о / - compare Belorussian 
нясеш/njaseš 'you (SG) carry', грабеж/hrabćž 'robbery' with Russian 
Heceiiib/nesčš' [n'is'oš] and грабёж/grabez [grAb'oš]. By approximately 
the thirteenth century, however, the depalatalization of [r'] and all palatal-
ized fricatives and affricates was complete in Belorussian. New palatalized 
dental affricates / c ' / and /dz ' / arose later (see below). 

The loss of the jers in East Slavonic (see chapter 2, section 2.25) 
produced in Belorussian very much the same developments as in Russian 
and Ukrainian. Strong ъ and ь gave / о / and / e / respectively, with these 
vowels subject to the same modifications as PS1. *o and *e ( / e / > / о / , 
akanne, jakanne). The weak jers were lost, though palatalization of the 
consonant preceding a weak ь remained in most circumstances, for 
example, Old Russian сънъЛъпъ, dative singular сънуЛъпи 'sleep', 
Belorussian сон/son, сну/snu; Old Russian пьнь/рьпь, dative singular 
пьню/рыуи 'stump', Belorussian пень/реп', пню/pnju. An exception to 
this rule was found in the reflexes of PS1. *СъгС, *Съ/С, *СыС, *Сь/С 
and *СгьС, *С/ъС, *СгьС, *С/ьС. Here, instead of disappearing and 
leaving syllabic sonants, weak jers followed the development of strong jers 
and vocalized. The two types of group - those in which the jer preceded the 
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s o n a n t and those in which it followed it - must be distinguished. In the 
f o r m e r the development was uniformly СъгС > CorC, Съ/С and Сь/С > 
CowC, СьгС > CerC, hence Belorussian горб/horb 'hump', доуг/douh 
'debt', воук/vouk 'wolf', смерць/smerc' 'death'. Where the jers followed 
the sonant, strong ones developed as elsewhere, that is, СгьС and СгьС > 
CroC ([r'J became depalatalized around the same time), С/ъС > C/oC, 
С/ьС > CleC, giving Belorussian кроу/кгой 'blood', плот/plot 'fence', 
сляза/sljaza 'tear'. Weak jers, however, developed differently: in place of 
СгьС and СгьС, С/ъС, С/ьС (mostly in unaccented syllables) Belo-
russian has /r i / , / l i / , / l i / , this last being only poorly attested, thus 
крывавы/kryvavy 'bloody', Tpbmora/tryvoha 'alarm', глытаць/hlytac' 
'to swallow'. 

The loss of the jers brought a number of other changes in its wake. 
Word-finally, and medially before non-palatalized consonants, Belorussian 
acquired six new phonemically palatalized consonants ( / p ' / , / b ' / , / m ' / , 
/ w 7 , / t ' / , / d ' / ) to add to its existing ones (/17, /nV, / r ' / , / s ' / , / z ' / ) , 
the frequency of which increased. Of these / r ' / was soon lost completely, 
the labials became depalatalized pre-consonantally and word-finally and, 
somewhat later, the dentals / t ' / , / d ' / underwent affrication. For the 
remainder, though word-final palatalization was preserved, in medial 
position it tended to be lost before the dentals / n / , / s / , / с / , for example, 
ледзь/ledz' 'scarcely', рэдзька/гМг'ка 'radish' (< *rbdbka), but бедны/ 
bedny 'poor' (< *bedbnyj). Many new consonant clusters arose through the 
loss of a jer which had previously separated their components. Some of 
these, including ones which earlier had not been admitted, were now toler-
ated, for example, / t l / , /d l / - PSI. *gbrdlo > Belorussian горла/hórla 
'throat', but *sedblo > сядло/sjadló 'saddle'; others were subject to further 
change. We have already described above the restriction on word-final 
obstruents and the assimilation of voiced and voiceless obstruents in mixed 
clusters. Like these developments, many others affecting consonant clusters 
are not reflected orthographically. Exceptions are the medial triconson-
antal clusters /stb/, /stl/, /stn/, /zdn/, / rdn/ , /rde/, which were simpli-
fied by the elimination of the middle dental, for example, nacb6a/pas'ba 
'pasture' /paz'ba/, nÓ3Hi/pozni 'late', сэрцаЛёгса 'heart'; and a few 
other sequences in which dissimilation or simplification occurs, for 
example, што/što 'what' (< *čbto), XTo/xto 'who' (< *къю), 
MHOCTBa/mnostva 'great number' (< *množbstvo). Belorussian shares with 
Ukrainian its treatment of new clusters of palatalized consonant + / j / 
arising from the loss of the jers. There was no qualitative change in the 
consonant preceding / j / (compare the Proto-SIavonic simplification of 
these groups); instead, provided the cluster was not itself preceded by 
another consonant, gemination occurred in dentals and post-dentals, most 
frequently across a morpheme boundary, for example, пытанне/pytanne 
'question' (< *pytanbje), зббжжа/zbožža 'grain' (< *zbožhje). 
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A change in the Belorussian vowel system which followed the loss of the 
jers, but was not directly related to it, was the coalescence of / č / with / e / , 
a consequence of which was the elimination of the Proto-Slavonic morpho-
phonemic alternation between them. At the same time the merger restored 
stressed / e / to a position before a non-palatalized consonant, since / e / 
from / ё / did not in principle participate in the change of / e / to / о / , for 
example, лёта/leta 'summer' (< *leta) versus лёт/let 'flight' (< */efb). 
There are, however, exceptions resulting from morphological analogy: 
гнёзды/hnezdy (NOM-ACC PL) from гняздо/hnjazdó 'nest' by analogy 
with, say, сёлы/sely from сяло/sjaló 'village'. As the preceding examples 
make clear, / e / from / ё / did become subject to jakanne. 

One of the last changes to occur in the history of Belorussian phonology, 
dated by Wexler (1977: 169) to between the fourteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, was also one of the most significant for the consonant system: 
the affrication of / t ' / , / d ' / to / c ' / , /dz ' / , known in Belorussian as 
cekanne and dzekanne. Examples are цЬа/cixi 'quiet', дзёщ/dzeci 
'children'; compare Russian тихий/tixij, дёти/deti. Phonetically, this 
development created palatalized counterparts for the recently depalatalized 
/ с / and the marginal non-palatalized segment /dz/ ; there are, however, no 
minimal pairs involving /dz/ and /dz ' / and very few involving / с / and 
/с 7 , such as цэлы/сё1у 'whole' and цёлы/cely (NOM-ACC PL) from 
цёла/сё1а 'body'. Much more significant for the shape of Belorussian 
phonology was the fact that functionally / c 7 and / d z 7 made pairs with 
/ t / and / d / , as in вёцер/vecer 'wind', дзень/dzen' 'day', versus genitive 
singular вётру/vetru, дня/dnja. Cekanne and dzekanne thus had an effect 
on the morphophonemic alternation of consonants in Belorussian com-
parable to that of akanne and jakanne in the vowel system. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-Slavonic 
These are mainly morphophonemic alternations which arose through the 
successive Proto-Slavonic palatalizations of velar consonants and palatal-
ization processes in / j / clusters. The first regressive palatalization of velars 
has given rise to the Modern Belorussian alternations к-ч/к-с , г-ж/h-ž, 
х-ш/х-š as in пяку/pjaku 'I bake', пячэш/р]асё§ 'you (SG) bake'; бог/ 
boh 'god', бажаство/bažastvć) 'deity'; CTpax/strax 'fear', страшны/ 
strasny 'terrible'. The second regressive palatalization of velars, the earliest 
known Proto-Slavonic change to produce different results in different parts 
of the Slavonic speech territory, led to the Belorussian alternations к - ц / к -
c, г-з/h-z, x-c/x-s and is particularly in evidence in the noun declension 
system in the locative singular of o-stem nouns and the dative/locative 
singular of я-stems, for example, napór/paróh 'threshold', парозе/ 
paróze (LOC SG); рука/гака 'hand', руцэ/гисё (DAT-LOC SG); муха/ 
muxa 'fly', Myce/muse (DAT-LOC SG). Prior to the seventeenth century 
this alternation was also found in the nominative plural of o-stem nouns, 
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but morphological levelling has eliminated this, for example, Modern 
Belorussian napóri/paróhi. In the imperative of certain verbs, too, the 
second palatalization has been eliminated, but in this instance replaced by 
the first: пячы/pjacy 'bake', памажы/ратайу 'help'. Except in the noun 
suffixes -ец/-ес, -ца/-са and -iija/-ica, the third (progressive) palataliz-
ation of velars is sparsely represented, with just a few alternations of the 
type княгшя/knjahinja 'princess', князь/knjaz' 'prince'. 

The elimination of the / j / element from Proto-SIavonic clusters of 
dental, labial or velar + / j / produced palatalized segments in morpho-
phonemic alternation with non-palatalized ones, most of which have 
survived into Modern Belorussian. This alternation was particularly 
productive in verbal morphology: in verbs with a theme in -i the Proto-
Slavonic palatalization is evident in the form of the stem found in the first 
person singular non-past tense (also past passive participle and derived 
imperfective) in contrast with all other forms of the non-past tense; in 
verbs with a theme in -je the palatalized segment characterizes the non-
past-tense stem versus the non-palatalized infinitive stem. Another area in 
which this morphophonemic alternation is common is derivation, since the 
segment / j / formed the initial element of a number of suffixes. For the 
velar consonants the results are identical to those of the first palatalization, 
thus Belorussian плакаць/р1акас' 'to cry', плачу/plaču 'I cry', плачаш/ 
plačaš 'you (SG) cry' and so on; дух/dux 'spirit', душа/duša 'soul' 
(< *duxja). PSI. * s j, *zj, *tj, *dj shifted to palatalized fricatives, though all 
have since become depalatalized in Belorussian. This has resulted in the 
alternations с-ш/s-š, з-ж/z-ž, т-ч/ t -č, for example, nicaijb/pisac' 'to 
write', niiiiy/pišu 'I write'; мазаць/тагас' 'to grease', мажу/mažu 'I 
grease'; лапатаць/lapatac' 'to beat', лапачу/1араси 'I beat'. One would 
have expected also д-ж/d-ž from *dj, but in fact, although ж /ž is found as 
the outcome in, for example, мяжа/mjaža 'boundary' (< *medja), 
morphophonemically the alternation is д-дж/d-dž, for example, xofl/xod 
'motion', хаджу/xadžu 'I go'. It is not clear whether дж/dž is an original 
reflex of *dj or, as Wexler (1977: 73-4) prefers to interpret it, a later 
morphologically conditioned development following the affrication of / d ' / 
to / d z 7 in the infinitive хадзщь/xadzic' and other forms; compare also 
the alternation зд-здз-здж/zd-zdz-zdž in язда/jazda 'journey', ездзщь/ 
ezdzic' 'to travel', ёзджу/ezdžu 'I travel'. The development of the Proto-
Slavonic clusters of labial + / j / has led to the alternations п-пл, б-бл, 
м-мл, в-ул/p-pl, b—bi, m-ml, v-ul in Belorussian, for example, 
цярпёць/cjarpec' 'to suffer', цярплю/cjarplju 'I suffer'; лавщь/lavic' 
'to hunt', лаулю/laiilju 'I hunt'. By the time that foreign words with / f / 
were taken into Belorussian, this alternation had become regular in that it 
was extended to, for example, графщь/hrafic' 'to draw lines', графлю/ 
hraflju 'I draw lines'. 

Other morphophonemic alternations inherited by Belorussian from 
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Proto-Slavonic include those resulting from the monophthongization of 
diphthongs and the simplification of certain consonant clusters. Thus, the 
creation of nasal vowels (later denasalized) from diphthongs whose second 
element was *n or *m has led to the alternation of я / ja or a /a with н/п or 
M/m (sometimes preceded by a vowel), for example, жаць/žac' Чо reap', 
жну/žnu 'I reap'; узяць/uzjac' Чо take', вазьму/vaz'mu T shall take'; 
iMJi/imja 'name', genitive singular iMeHi/imeni. TTie monophthongization 
of Proto-Slavonic *ou to * и has given rise (via akanne) to the characteristic 
alternation ae-y/av-u between the infinitive and non-past-tense stems of 
verbs of the type каваць/kavac' Чо forge', кую/kuju T forge'. Changes in 
the consonant clusters *tt, *dt produced the alternations т -с / t - s and д-с / 
d-s, for example, пляту/pljatu T weave', плесщ/plesti Чо weave' 
(< *pletti)\ вяду/vjadu T lead', Becui/vesci Чо lead' (< *vedti). Simpli-
fication of the groups *dl, *//, *dn, *pn by the elimination in each case of 
the initial consonant resulted in alternations of that consonant with zero, 
for example, упаду/upadu 'I shall fall', ynay/upau 'fell (м SG)' 
(< *upadh>)\ завядаць/zavjadac' (IMPFV), завянуць/zavjanuc' (PRFV) 
Чо fade'. Finally, the elimination of the middle consonant from the cluster 
*skn has produced the alternation ск-с/sk-s, as in плёскаць/рШвкас' 
(IMPFV), плёснуць/рШвпис' (PRFV) 'to plop'. 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after 
Proto-Slavonic 

To the morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-Slavonic Belo-
russian has added a considerable number of its own. The loss of the jers 
gave rise to vowel-zero alternations, since in some morphological forms of 
a word the jer was strong and vocalized, while in others it was weak and 
disappeared, thus ражок/гааэк 'horn', genitive singular ражка/ražka; 
канец/капес 'end', genitive singular канца/капса. To these two 
alternations (o-0 and e-0) akanne has added a third (a-0), as in лапак/ 
lapak (GEN PL) from лапка/1арка 'paw'. The distinctive Belorussian treat-
ment of weak jers in the combinations СгъС, С/ъС has resulted in the 
vowel alternation о-ы/о-у, for example, глотка/hlótka 'gullet', 
глытаць/hlytac' 'to swallow'. Other developments consequent on the loss 
of the jers have also given rise to morphophonemic alternations. Thus the 
change of / e / to / о / has produced the alternation е -ё /е -ё , for instance, 
нясеш/njaseš 'you (SG) carry', нясём/njasem 'we carry', to which, 
courtesy of jakanne, one may add я-ё/ ja-e, as in ярша/jarša (GEN SG) 
from ёрш/erš 'ruff' (fish). The depalatalization of [r'], [ć'], ]dž'], [s'] and 
[z'] created a third variant: э -о /ё-о , as in шэсць/§ё8с' '6', uiócTbi/śósty 
'sixth'. Final devoicing has given rise to alternations because in different 
forms of a given word a consonant may appear now word-finally, now 
before a vowel, for example, нож/nož 'knife' /noš/ , genitive singular 
нажа/пата /naža/. Similar alternations of voiced and unvoiced con-
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sonants occur medially where there is a vowel-zero alternation resulting 
from the loss of a jer, as in гарадок/haradók 'small town' /yaradók/, 
genitive singular rapaflica/haradka that is, /yaratka/. The elimination of 
the middle dental from certain triconsonantal clusters (see 2.1 above) has 
led to consonant-zero alternations, as in чэсць/сёвс' 'honour', чэсны/ 
ččsny 'honest'; сардэчныЛа^ёспу 'cordial', сэрцаЛёгса 'heart'. 

Particularly striking in Belorussian are the vowel alternations which have 
arisen from the combination of akanne and jakanne with mobile stress. 
They occur widely in both the stems and morphological endings of all 
inflected categories, thereby endowing Belorussian inflectional morphology 
with a high degree of surface complexity. The alternations concerned are 
the following: stressed ó / ó with unstressed a/a, for example, горад/hórad 
'town', nominative-accusative plural гарады/harady; stressed э / ё with 
unstressed a/a, for example, трэсщЛгёва 'to shake', Tpacy/trasu 'I 
shake'; stressed e /e with unstressed я/ja, for example, смела/smela 
'boldly', смялей/smjalej 'more boldly'; and stressed ё /ё with unstressed 
я/ja, for example, нясём/njasem 'we carry', несяце/nesjaee 'you (PL) 
carry'. A particular variant of the stressed ó / ó - unstressed a /a alternation 
is found where the stressed vowel historically occurred word-initially: /v / -
prothesis has produced the alternation во-a/yó-a, as in BÓ3epa/vozera 
'lake', nominative-accusative plural азёры/агёгу. 

In the consonant system, equally striking are the alternations produced 
by cekanne and dzekanne: т -ц / t -c and д-дз/d-dz, for example, indeter-
minate imperfective лятаць/ljatac', determinate imperfective ляцець/ 
ljacec' 'to fly'; народ/naród 'people, nation', locative singular 
народзе/naródze; and, with /v / intervening between dental and vowel, 
два/dva 'two (NON-ACC M N-N)\ дзве/dzve (F). The restriction of / v / to a 
pre-vocalic position has produced the alternation B-y/v-й, as in плывец/ 
plyvec 'swimmer', accusative-genitive singular плыуца/р1уйса. A similar 
alternation between л/ l and у/й is morphophonemically restricted to the 
past tense of verbs: быу/Ьуй (м SG) 'was' versus была/Ьу1а (F), было/ 
byló (N), был!/Ьу11 (PL). 

3 Morphology 
As mentioned in section 2.3, the morphophonemic alternations brought 
about by akanne and, to a lesser extent, jakanne have given the Belorussian 
declension and conjugation systems a considerable degree of complexity, at 
least on the surface. Accordingly, in the tables accompanying this section 
we have, where appropriate, subdivided declension and conjugation types 
into ending-stressed and stem-stressed. 
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3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
Modern standard Belorussian has two numbers, six cases and three 
genders. As in all the Slavonic languages except Slovene and Sorbian, the 
dual number has been lost. Remnants survive only in the numerals два/ 
dva, дзве/dzve '2' and дзвесце/dzvesee '200' and the anomalous plurals 
BÓ4bi/vocy from вока/тока 'eye', Byuibi/vušy from Byxa/vuxa 'ear' and 
плечы/р1есу from плячо/рУасо 'shoulder', though this last would be the 
expected plural in any case (see 3.1.2). More interestingly, an instrumental 
plural in -ыма/-ута , derived from the old dual, has recently become 
accepted as a stylistically neutral alternative to -aMi/-ami for these three 
nouns plus the pluralia tantum rpóuibi/hrósy 'money' and дзверы/ 
dzvery 'door': thus вачымаАасута, rpaiiibiMa/hraśyma, дзвярыма/ 
dzvjaryma and so on. The vocative case can no longer be regarded as a 
living category in the standard language, which has only the remnants 
божа/Ьойа from бог/boh 'god' (as an exclamation) and браце/Ьгасе 
from брат/brat 'brother', дружа/druža from друг/druh 'friend' and 
сынку/synku (with stress shift) from сынок/synók 'son' (as modes of 
address). The category of animacy (accusative = genitive) in Belorussian 
embraces all genders in the plural, but in the singular only the masculine (in 
the noun declension o-stem only). It is extended to the figurative usage of 
such nouns, for example, узяць слана/идас' slana 'to take a bishop' 
(chess), as well as the figurative usage of normally inanimate nouns, as in 
узяць языка/uzjac' jazyka 'to take a prisoner' (literally: 'to take a 
tongue'). Finally, it should be noted that the unreduced instrumental singu-
lar endings shown in parentheses in tables 16.3-16.6 are rarely 
encountered in the standard language. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
In table 16.3 we show the main noun declension types. A unique Belo-
russian innovation is the extension of the nominative-accusative plural 
ending -ы/-у to o-stem neuter nouns, as shown in the table by сёлы/sely 
and дрэвы/dribvy. A further innovation, brought about by the effects of 
akanne, is the coincidence of the nominative singular ending of non-
palatalized tf-stem nouns and o-stem neuter nouns with stem stress, as 
illustrated in the table by бяроза/bjaróza and дрэва/drfeva. From the 
form alone it is therefore impossible to predict the declension type of such 
nouns. The same is not true of palatalized variants of the two types since, in 
accordance with the general rules governing the orthographical reflection 
of jakanne, e / e remains in post-stress position, thus я-stem песня/pesnja 
'song' but o-stem поле/р01е 'field'. Note, however, anomalous 'morpho-
logical' post-stress jakanne in the я-stem instrumental singular, for 
example, песняй/pesnjaj, and in the variant -яу/^ай of the genitive plural 
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Table 16.3 Belorussian noun declension 

(a) Masculine o-stem Neuter o-stem 

Singular 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

стол 'table' 
стол 
стала 
сталу 
сталом 
сталё 

сталы 
сталы 
сталоу 
сталам 
сталам1 
сталах 

горад 'town' 
горад 
горада 
гораду 
горадам 
горадзе 

гарады 
гарады 
гарадоу 
гарадам 
га радам i 
гарадах 

сяло 'village' дрэва 'tree'* 
сяло 
сила 
сялу 
сялом 
сялё 

селы 
сёлы 
сёл 
сёлам 
сёлам1 
сёлах 

дрэва 
дрэва 
дрэву 
дрэвам 
дрэве 

дрэвы 
дрэвы 
дрэу 
дрэвам 
ApšeaMi 
дрэвах 

a-stem i-stem 

Singular 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

галава 'head'* 
галаву 
галавы 
галавё 
галавой (-ою) 
галавё 

галовы 
галовы 
галоу 
галавам 
галавам1 
галавах 

бяроза 'birch' 
бярозу 
бярозы 
бярозе 
бярозай (-аю) 
бярозе 

бярозы 
бярозы 
бяроз 
бярозам 
бярозам1 
бярозах 

косць 'bone' 
косць 
KÓcui 
KÓcui 
косцю 
KÓcui 

КОСЦ1 
KÓcui 
касцёй 
касцям 
касцям1 
касцях 

Note: * Reflexes of * mesto and *žena are not available in Belorussian. 

(b) Masculine o-stem 

Singular 
hórad 'town' NOM stol 'table' hórad 'town' 

ACC stol hórad 
GEN stala hórada 
DAT štalu hóradu 
INST stalom hóradam 
LOC stale hóradze 

Neuter o-stem 

sjaló 'village' 
sjalo 
sjala 
sjalu 
sjalóm 
sjale 

dreva 'tree'* 
dreva 
dreva 
drevu 
drevam 
drčve 
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Table 16.3 continued 

Masculine o-stem Neuter o-stem 
Plural 
NOM stały harady sęly drhvy 
ACC staly harady sely drevy 
GEN stalóu haradóu sel dreu 
DAT stalam haradam selam dribvam 
INST stalami haradami selami drčvami 
LOC stalax haradax selax drevax 

a-stem i-stem 

Singular 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

halava 'head'* 
halavu 
halavy 
halave 
halavoj (-óju) 
halave 

halovy 
halovy 
halóu 
halavam 
halavami 
halavax 

bjaróza 'birch' 
bjarozu 
bjarózy 
bj aróze 
bjarózaj (-aju) 
bjaroze 

bjarózy 
bjarózy 
bjaróz 
bjarózam 
bjarózami 
bjarozax 

kose' 'bone' 
kose' 
kósci 
kósci 
kóseju 
kósci 

kósci 
kósci 
kascej 
kasejam 
kasejami 
kascjax 

Note : * Reflexes of * mesto and *iena are not available in Belorussian. 

of all declensions (for examples see below). 
Apart from the animate category mentioned above, important variants 

of the basic types illustrated occur mainly in the o-stem and a-stem declen-
sions, especially in the locative singular of the former and the dative/ 
locative singular of the latter. Here nouns with a stem ending in a 
palatalized consonant, which otherwise share the same endings as their 
non-palatalized counterparts (albeit differently spelled), retain a reflex of 
the old Proto-Slavonic yo-stem and ya-stem ending, for example, arHi/ahni 
from arÓHb/ahon' Tire'; зямл1/2]атН from зямля/zjamlja 'land'. Those 
with stems ending in the formerly palatalized consonants ч, ж, ш, ц, р/с, 
ž, š, с, г have the same ending in the morphophonemic variant -ы/-у, thus 
на нажы/па nažy 'on the knife'; працы/ргасу from праца/ргаса 
'work'. Also well preserved in these cases is the second palatalization of 
velars: рука/гика 'hand, arm', Hara/naha 'leg, foot', dative-locative 
singular руцэ/гисё, назё/паге; у rapóce/u haróse 'in the peas', from 
rapóx/haróx. In the o-stem locative singular, however, the second palatal-
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ization is obviated by the use of the old w-stem locative ending -y/-u for all 
nouns with a stem in к /к and for those with a stem in r, x/h, x denoting 
abstract concepts, thus у воку/u voku 'in the eye', аб nÓA3Biry/ab 
podzvihu 'about the feat'. Semantic criteria determine the use of this same 
ending in nouns with a stem in a palatalized or formerly palatalized con-
sonant which denote human beings, for example, аб вучню, песняру/ab 
vučnju, pesnjaru 'about the pupil, poet', from вучань/vučan' and 
пясняр/pjasnjar respectively. Cekanne and dzekanne cause mutation of 
stem-final т, д/t, d, as illustrated in the table by горадзе/hóradze and 
similarly in nouns like планёта/planeta 'planet', dative-locative singular 
планеце/р1апёсе. A feature of the masculine o-stem declension not 
revealed by the table is the regularity of the former w-stem genitive singular 
ending -y/-u in abstract nouns and those denoting materials and 
substances or collectives; thus лёс/les 'fate', тытунь/tjrtun' 'tobacco', 
HaTÓyn/natćmp 'crowd' have genitive singular лёсу/lesu, тытуню/ 
tytunju, HaTÓyny/natoupu. 

Variants within the /-stem declension are few, but two are worthy of 
mention. Firstly, the depalatalization of ч, ж, ш, ц, р/с, ž, š, с, г has 
resulted in a non-palatalized subtype with appropriately different spelling 
of the case endings: мыш/myś 'mouse', шыр/Syr 'expanse', genitive 
singular Mbiiiibi/myśy, uibipbi/šyry and so on. Secondly, the instrumental 
singular exhibits a doubling of (single) stem-final consonants except labials 
and p/r , thus далонню/dalónnju from далонь/dalón' 'palm', пёччу/ 
pečču from печ/рес 'stove', but глыб'ю/hlyb'ju from глыб/hlyb 
'depth'. 

A strong tendency towards generalization is observable in the genitive 
plural of Belorussian nouns, with the extension of the characteristic mascu-
line o-stem ending (morphophonemically {-ow}, appearing in four variants 
-oy, -ay, -ёу, -яу/-ой, -ай, -ёй, -jaO depending on stress and the nature of 
the preceding consonant) not only, as might perhaps be expected, to neuter 
nouns within the same declension, but also to other declension types. This 
is very much a live tendency in Modern Belorussian, with a wide dialect 
base. Consistent predictive criteria for it are, however, difficult to identify, 
since in identical morphophonemic environments it may or may not occur 
or, more accurately, may or may not be recognized as standard. For the 
moment, too, it is most frequently acknowledged as an alternative; thus 
among o-stem neuter nouns we find such generally accepted pairs as 
акон/акоп and BOKHay/vóknau from акно/акпо 'window', вёсел/vesel 
and вёслау/veslati from вясло/yjasló 'oar'; among a-stem nouns 
зямель/zjamer and зёмляу/zemljau from зямля/zjamlja 'land', бомб/ 
bomb and бомбау/ЬотЬай from бомба/ЬотЬа 'bomb'; among i-stem 
nouns дробязей/dróbjazej and др0бязяуМг0Ь]аг]'ай from дробязь/ 
dróbjaz' 'trifle'. Nouns of the a-stem and i-stem declensions in which the 
ending {-ow} is the sole recognized form, for example, роляу/róljau from 
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роля/rólja 'role', рэчау/гёсай from рэч/гёс 'thing', remain few, with the 
exception of a-stem nouns whose stem ends in a cluster of consonants, for 
example, 6iTBay/bitvaii from 6iTBa/bitva 'battle', гбсцяу/hóscjau from 
госця/hóscja '(female) guest', where it is widespread though not (yet?) 
universal. Among neuter o-stem nouns only those with a palatalized stem-
final consonant consistently show it: палёу/ра1ёй from поле/póle 'field', 
пытанняу/руЫпщ'ай from пытанне/pytanne 'question'. 

Belorussian has a high, but not exclusive, correlation between gender 
and declension type. The /-stem declension is the most exclusive since, 
with a single masculine exception, /-stem nouns are all feminine. The 
exception is the traditional Slavonic one пуць/рис', semantically limited in 
Belorussian to the sense '(railway) track'. The o-stem declension is divided, 
as we have seen, between masculine and neuter nouns. While most я-stem 
nouns are feminine, this declension type also includes masculine nouns -
all, apart from ca6aKa/sabaka 'dog', with clear male reference - and a 
significant number of nouns of common gender, that is, masculine or 
feminine according to sense. Moreover, in both groups male reference has 
resulted in variants on the basic declensional endings in the dative, instru-
mental and locative singular. These variants reflect the close correlation 
between gender and declension type in that they consist in the adoption of 
masculine o-stem endings as in, for example, бацьку/Ьас'ки (DAT-LOC 
SG), бацькам/Ьас'кат (INST SG) from бацька/Ьас'ка 'father'; калеку/ 
kaleku (DAT-LOC SG), калекам/kalekam (INST SG) from калёка/ка1ёка 
'(male) cripple'. Masculine д-stem nouns with stress on the ending, 
however, decline like feminines, as do, naturally enough, those of common 
gender when feminine, thus cyAfl3i/suddzi (DAT-LOC SG), суддзёй/ 
suddzq (INST SG) from суддзя/suddzja 'judge'; калёцы/ка1ёсу (DAT-
LOC SG), калёкай/kalekaj (INST SG) from калёка/ка1ёка '(female) 
cripple'. 

The interaction of declensional types illustrated in several of the features 
discussed above is part of a general process of merger of declension in the 
evolution of Belorussian from Proto-Slavonic which has included the 
absorption of almost all minor declension types by the three main ones. 
The w-stem declension has merged with the o-stem though, as we have 
seen, it has left its mark in the genitive and locative singular and in the 
genitive plural where the infix *-ov-, after the loss of the following jer, was 
re-interpreted as an ending. Former masculine /-stem nouns, with the 
exception of пуць/рис' mentioned above, have adapted to the palatalized 
variant of the o-stem declension, for example, госць/hosc' 'guest', 
genitive singular госця/hóscja. The few former w-stem nouns that have 
survived into Modern Belorussian have assimilated fully to one of the two 
feminine declension types, for example, CMOKBa/smokva 'fig' (я-stem) 
from PS1. *smoky, eBflKpoy/svjakrem 'mother-in-law', genitive singular 
CBeKpbiBi/svekryvi (/-stem) from PS1. *svekry. Only among consonant-
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stems is there some evidence of the continuation of earlier declension 
patterns, mainly in the form of stem alternation. Thus /-stems - neuter 
nouns denoting the young of animals, including дзщя/dzicja 'child' in the 
singular only - have the stem formant -nij-(-HT-)/-jac-(-jat-) in all cases 
other than the nominative-accusative and (a Belorussian innovation) 
instrumental singular, for example, цяля (цялё)/ф1)а (cjale) 'calf' has 
genitive singular цялящ/cjaljaci, instrumental singular цялём/cjalčm, 
nominative plural цяляты/cjaljaty. In terms of declension, however, these 
nouns have adapted in the singular to the /-stem type (neuter o-stem in the 
instrumental) and in the plural to the o-stem. With л-stems there is even 
greater evidence of adaptation, since alongside, for example, iM^/imja 
'name', iMeHi/imeni (GEN SG), 1менем/1тепет (INST SG), iMCHbi/imeny 
(NOM-ACC PL), there is an alternative declension, without stem alternation, 
according to the neuter o-stem type (palatalized variant): iM^/imja (GEN 
SG), 1мем/1тет (INST SG), iMi/imi (NOM-ACC PL) and so on. Indeed, of 
this group of nouns only iMjfc/imja, племя/plemja 'tribe' and стрэмя/ 
stremja 'stirrup' retain the longer forms; the rest have adapted fully to the 
o-stem declension. The r-stem noun Maiji/maci 'mother' may either 
decline (with stem formant -ep-/-er-) in the singular according to the a-
stem and in the plural according to the /-stem type, or - another Belo-
russian innovation - be indeclinable. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The declension of the personal pronouns is shown in full in table 16.4, 
from which it will be evident that Belorussian has no clitics. The reflexive 
pronoun сябе/sjabe, which has no nominative form, is otherwise declined 
like ты/ty. The distribution of the Proto-SIavonic ablaut variants of the 
stem in these two pronouns though somewhat obscured by cekanne and 
jakanne, is: accusative-genitive *teb-9 *seb~\ dative-instrumental-locative 
*tob-, *sob-. In Belorussian, personal pronouns distinguish gender only in 
the third person singular, all three forms of which thus have the anaphoric 
function of English if, depending on the gender of the antecedent. Two 
uniquely Belorussian innovations in the third-person pronoun are the 
extension of the initial / j / element of the other cases to the nominative, 
and the total absence of prothetic / n / , thus ад яго/ad jahó 'from him, 
from it', 3 ёй/z ej 'with her, with it' and so on. Not unique, since shared 
with Polish and Sorbian, is the syncretism of the instrumental and locative 
singular forms of the masculine and neuter third-person pronoun, which is 
carried over into the declension of other pronouns and adjectives. 

First- and second-person possessive pronouns (see the example мой/ 
moj in table 16.4) are fully declined, distinguishing case, number and - in 
the singular - gender. Third-person possessive pronouns, on the other 
hand, are usually invariable forms identical with the genitive case of the 
personal pronoun: яго/jahó 'his, its', яё/ jae 'her, its', ix/ix 'their'. Note, 
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Table 16.4 Belorussian pronominal declension 

(a) Personal 

1st 
Singular 
2nd 

M 
3rd 
N F 

1st 
Plural 
2nd 3rd 

all 
genders 

NOM я ты ён ЯНО яна мы вы яны 
ACC мяне цябё яго яго яё нас вас ix 
GEN мяне цябё ЯГО ЯГО яё нас вас ix 
DAT мне табё яму яму ёй нам вам iM 
INST мной табой 

яму яму 

(-0Ю) (-0Ю) iM iM ёй, ёю HaMi eaMi iMi 
LOC мне табе iM iM ёй нас вас ix 

Possessive Interrogative 

м N F All genders 

NOM мой 'my' 
ACC = NOM/GEN 

мае 
мае 

мая 
маю 

мае 
=NOM/GEN 

хто 'who' 
каго 

што 'what' 
што 

GEN майго майго маёй Maix каго чаго 
DAT майму 
INST MaiM 

майму 
ма!м 

маёй 
маёй (-ёю) 

MaiM 
MaiMi 

каму 
KiM 

чаму 
чым 

LOC ма!м ма!м маёй Maix KiM чым 

увесь 'all' 

M 
Singular 
N F 

Plural 
all genders 

NOM увесь усё 
ACC = NOM/GEN у с ё 
GEN усяго усяго 
DAT уСЯМу уСЯМу 
INST УС!М YCIM 
LOC yciM yciM 

уся 
усю 
усёй, усяё ycix 
усёй t ус!м 
усёй (-ёю) yciMi 
усёй ycix 

усе 
=NOM/GEN 

(b) Personal 

1st 
Singular 
2nd 

м 
3rd 
N 

Plural 

F 
1st 2nd 3rd 

all 
genders 

jana 
jae 
jae 
ej 

my 
nas 
nas 
nam 

vy 
vas 
vas 
vam 

jany 
ix 
ix 
im 

ej, čju 
ej 

nami 
nas 

vami 
vas 

imi 
ix 

NOM ja ty en jano 
ACC mjane cjabe jahó jahó 
GEN mjane cjabe jahó jahó 
DAT mne tabe jamu jamu 
INST mnoj tabój 

(-óju) (~óju) im im 
LOC mne tabć im im 
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Possessive 

M 
Singular Plural 

all genders 

Interrogative 

NOM moj my mae 
ACC = NOM/GEN m a e 
GEN majhó majhó 
DAT majmii majmu 
INST maim maim 
LOC maim maim 

uves' 'air 

M 

maja 
maju 
maej 
maej 

mae xto 'who' što 'what' 
— NOM/GEN kahó što 
maix kahó 
maim kamu 

maej (-eju) maimi kim 
maej maix kim 

Singular 
N F 

Plural 
all genders 

čaho 
čamu 
cym 
čym 

NOM uves' use usja use 
ACC E NOM/GEN usč usju e NOM/GEN 
GEN usjahó usjahó usej, usjae usix 
DAT usjamu usjamu usej ( usim 
INST usim usim usej (-eju) usimi 
LOC usim usim usej usix 

however, the recently acquired stylistic neutrality (ATpaxoein/Atraxovic 
1977-84 sub verbo) of ixHi/ixni 'their' which is declined as an adjective 
with a palatalized stem. Ягоны/jahóny 'his, its' and ейны/ejny 'her, its', 
both declined as stem-stressed adjectives with a non-palatalized stem, are 
common in works of literature but, for the moment at least, retain in 
dictionaries the usage label 'colloquial'. Like мой/moj are declined твой/ 
tvoj 'your (SG)' and the reflexive possessive свой/svoj 'one's own'; наш/ 
naš 'our' and Bain/vaš 'your (PL or polite SG)' are declined as 
stem-stressed adjectives with non-palatalized stem, except in the nom-
inative and inanimate accusative, where they have noun endings; thus ваш 
сын/vaš syn 'your son', ваша KHira/vaša kniha 'your book', accusative 
вашу кшгу/vašu knihu, ваша nicbM0/vaša pis'mo 'your letter', вашы 
iA3i/vašy idbi 'your ideas'. 

Also shown in table 16.4 is the declension of the interrogative (and rela-
tive) pronouns хто/xto 'who' and што/što 'what', and of the pronoun 
увёсь/uves' 'all'. (The demonstrative той/toj 'that' is not illustrated since 
it has adapted fully to the adjectival declension.) Of other pronouns чый/ 
čyj 'whose' declines like мой/moj, while the remainder broadly follow the 
adjectival declension, albeit with certain idiosyncrasies. Perhaps most 
idiosyncratic of all is the emphatic pronoun сам/sam 'oneself', which 
everywhere substitutes i/i for ы /у in its endings, thus masculine-neuter 
genitive singular caMÓra/samoha, but instrumental-locative сам1м/ 
samim. 
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Indefinite pronouns in Belorussian are formed from other pronouns 
both by prefixation and by suffixation. Thus from XTo/xto 'who', for 
example, are derived HexTa/nexta and XT0CbLu/xt0s'ci. абы-хто/аЬу-
xto and хто-нёбудзь/xto-nebudz', and this pattern is repeated with other 
pronouns. There is a broad semantic distinction between those formed with 
нё-/пё- and -cbiji/-s'ci, on the one hand, and those formed with абы-/ 
aby- and -нёбудзь/-пёЫк!г', on the other: the first pair denote 'someone, 
etc.' specific, but unidentified; while the second carry the implication of 
choice - 'anyone, etc. (at all)'. Using our examples based on XTo/xto we 
may contrast нёхта (хтосьщ) пастукау у акно/nexta (xtos'ci) pastu-
кай u aknó 'someone knocked at the window' with щ прыйдзе хто-нё-
будзь?/с1 pryjdze xto-nebudz'? 'will anyone come?'. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Table 16.5 illustrates the pronominal adjectival declension of Belorussian. 
For adjectives with a non-palatalized stem both stem-stressed (showing 
akanne) and ending-stressed variants are exemplified, by Hoebi/novy and 
малады/malady respectively. The only other variant on this type are 
adjectives with a velar stem, such as flapari/darahi 'dear', which, because 
of the rule that к, г, x/k, h, x cannot be followed by ы/у, have i/i instead 
in the appropriate endings. There are no ending-stressed adjectives with a 
palatalized stem, but note the consistent presence of 'morphological' post-
stress jakanne in the stem-stressed type aceHHi/asenni. The higher degree 
of syncretism relative to Old Russian or Proto-Slavonic is seen in the singu-
lar in the coincidence of the masculine and neuter instrumental and loca-
tive forms, and in the plural with the loss of gender distinction. The variant 
endings of the feminine genitive singular both derive from the Old Russian 
ending -ot /-oe: -oe/-oe is a direct continuation of the earlier ending 
following the merger of [ё] and [e], while -oń/-oj has arisen through 
elision of the final vowel. 

An unproductive category in Modern Belorussian is the short (nominal) 
form derived from a relatively small number of qualitative adjectives. 
Where found, it is used solely in the predicate and does not decline, though 
gender and number are distinguished, for example, from raT0Bbi/hat0vy 
'ready, prepared' we have masculine singular raTÓy/hatou, feminine-
neuter singular raTÓBa/hatova, plural (all genders) raTOBbi/hatovy. More 
characteristic of Belorussian, however, is the use of the long (pronominal) 
form in predicative as well as attributive functions, compare маладая 
жанчына/maladaja źancyna 'young woman' and жанчына была зус!м 
маладая/žančyna była zusim maladaja 'the woman was very young'. Even 
those few short-form adjectives in regular use will often be merely alter-
natives to the long forms, for example, ён будзе таксама рад (рады)/ёп 
budze taksama rad (rady) 'he too will be glad'. Only in the nominative and 
inanimate accusative of possessive adjectives does the short form survive 
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Table 16.5 Belorussian adjectival declension 

(a) 
M 

Singular 
N 

Plural 
all genders 

Non-palatalized stem 
NOM новы 'new' 
ACC E N O M / G E N 
GEN новага 
DAT новаму 
INST новым 
LOC НОВЫМ 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

малады young 
=NOM/GEN 
маладога 
маладому 
маладым 
маладым 

Palatalized stem 
NOM асёнш 'autumn9 

ACC = NOM/GEN 
GEN асенняга 
DAT асённяму 
INST асёншм 
LOC aceHHiM 

новае 
новае 
новага 
новаму 
новым 
новым 

маладое 
маладое 
маладога 
маладому 
маладым 
маладым 

асенняе 
асённяе 
асенняга 
асённяму 
aceHHiM 
aceHHiM 

новая 
новую 
новай, новае 
новай 
новай (-аю) 
новай 

маладая 
маладую 

новыя 
=NOM/GEN 
новых 
новым 
HÓBbiMi 
новых 

маладыя 
=NOM/GEN 

маладои, маладое маладых 
маладои 
маладой (-ою) 
маладой 

асенняя 
асённюю 
асённяй, асённяе 
асённяй 
асённяй (-яю) 
асённяй 

маладым 
маладым1 
маладых 

асеншя 
=NOM/GEN 
асеншх 
aceHHiM 
aceHHiMi 
aceHHix 

(b) 
M 

Singular 
N 

Plural 
all genders 

Non-palatalized stem 
NOM novy 'new' 
ACC = NOM/GEN 
GEN novaha 
DAT novamu 
INST novym 
LOC novym 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

malady 'young' 
=NOM/GEN 
maladóha 
maladómu 
maladym 
maladym 

Palatalized stem 
NOM asenni 'autumn' 
ACC = NOM/GEN 
GEN asennjaha 
DAT asennjamu 
INST asennim 
LOC asennim 

novae 
novae 
novaha 
novamu 
novym 
novym 

maladoe 
maladóe 
maladóha 
maladómu 
maladym 
maladym 

asennjae 
asennjae 
asennjaha 
asennjamu 
asennim 
asennim 

novaja 
novuju 
novaj, novae 
novaj 
novaj (-aju) 
novaj 

maladaja 
maladuju 
maladój, maladóe 
maladój 
maladój (-óju) 
maladój 

asennjaja 
asennjuju 
asennjaj, asennjae 
asennjaj 
asennjaj (-jaju) 
asennjaj 

novyja 
=NOM/GEN 
novyx 
novym 
novymi 
novyx 

maladyja 
=NOM/GEN 
maladyx 
maladym 
maladymi 
maladyx 

asennija 
=NOM/GEN 
asennix 
asennim 
asennimi 
asennix 
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with an attributive function: дзёдау брат/dzedau brat 'grandfather's 
brother', крауцова Mepica/kraiicova merka 'tailor's measure'. 

To form the comparative and superlative degrees of adjectives Belo-
russian employs both synthetic and analytic methods. The synthetic 
comparative is formed by means of the suffix -ćńm-(-3ńm-)/-ejs-(-fejs-) 
plus pronominal adjectival endings, thus Haeeiiiiibi/navejSy, 
м а л а д з е й ш ы / т а Ы г ^ у , CTapśńuibi/staribjśy, from новы/novy 'new', 
малады/malady 'young', стары/stary 'old' respectively. The fact that the 
suffix is invariably stressed leads to akanne and jakanne in the stem of the 
adjective, as exemplified by HaBeftuibi/navejSy above and, for example, 
бялёйшы/bjalejSy from белы/bćly 'white', зелянейшы/zeljanejsy from 
зялёны/zjaleny 'green'. With some lexical items the stem suffixes -ок-
(-ёк-, -к-)/-ок-(-ёк-, -k-) are dropped in this process, thus in 
глыбейшы/ЫуЬд§у from ™w6oKi/hlybóki 'deep', далейшы^а1ф§у 
from далёк^аШИ 'far', By3efliiibi/vuzejšy from By3Ki/vuzki 'narrow'. 
This may also entail a change in the final consonant of the stem, as in 
Bbiiii3ńiiibi/vys<bjśy from Bbicoici/vysoki 'high'. Where the stem suffix -к-
/-k- is preserved and also where the stem ends in г/h or x/x, the synthetic 
comparative exhibits the first palatalization of velars, for example, 
крапчэйшы/кгарс<У§у, uiiuańiiibi/cisibjSy from Kpanici/kribpki 'strong' 
and ijixi/cixi 'quiet'. The synthetic superlative is formed by the addition of 
the prefix Hań-/naj- to the comparative. 

The analytic comparative is formed by combining the adverb больш/ 
bol'š with the positive degree of the adjective, for example, больш 
rpa3Ki/bol'š hrazki 'muddier'. Similarly, an analytic superlative may be 
formed with the aid of the adverb найбольш/najborš: найбольш 
rpa3Ki/najból'ś hrazki 'muddiest'. An alternative analytic superlative is 
created by combining the (declinable) emphatic pronoun самы/samy with 
the positive - or, for particular emphasis, synthetic comparative - degree of 
the adjective, thus самы моцны/samy mocny or самы мацнейшы/ 
samy macnejśy 'most powerful'. 

Suppletive formations in Belorussian are as follows: добры/dobry 
'good' - лёпшы/lepśy 'better'; дрэнны^гёппу or блап/ЫаЫ 'bad' -
rópiiibi/hórśy 'worse'; вялии/^аЙк! 'big' - большы/Ь0Г§у 'bigger'; 
малы/та1у 'small' - мёншы/menśy 'smaller'. In each case the super-
lative is formed by the addition of the prefix Hań-/naj-. 

Adverbs derived from adjectives have the ending -a / -a (under stress, 
-Ó/-Ó) after a hard consonant, -e/-e following a soft consonant, for 
example, 6araTa/bahata 'richly', flayHÓ/dauno 'long ago', лшше/lišne 
'too, excessively'. The comparative and superlative are formed in the same 
way as for adjectives: analytically by combining больш/bol 'š and 
Hań6(xnbiii/najbórS with the positive degree; synthetically by means of the 
suffix -eń(-3ń)/-ej(-<bj) and, for the superlative, of the prefix Hań-/naj-, 
with the same consonant mutations and other changes to the stem: 
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глыбей/hlybćj 'more deeply', Bbiiuafl/vysfej 'more highly', найглыбей/ 
najhlybej 'most deeply' and so on. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
The declension types for cardinal numerals are shown in table 16.6. Except 
in the nominative and inanimate accusative, the numeral4 Г declines like an 
ending-stressed adjective with a non-palatalized stem. Note, however, that 
in the genitive singular and in the masculine and neuter dative singular it is 
the final syllable of the ending which is stressed. The plural form of 4 Г is 
used with pluralia tantum such as BUiKi/vilki 'pitchfork', caHi/sani 
'sledge'. For the numeral '2' Belorussian has a distinct feminine form for all 
cases; абодва (абёдзве)/аЫхка (abedzve) 'both' follows the same 
pattern. The instrumental endings of '2, 3 ,4 ' are a relic of the dual number. 
Like the numeral '5' (/-stem type) decline '6'- '20' and '30'; like '50' (also 
/-stem type, but with both elements changing) are declined '60', '70', '80'. 
The hundreds ('200'-'900') also have both elements changing, the second 
on the pattern of o-stem nouns in the plural. The numerals '40' сорак/ 
sórak and '100' сто/sto have a single form for all cases except the 
nominative-accusative: capaica/saraka, ста/sta. Дзевяноста/ 
dzevjanosta '90', though originally following the same pattern, is now 
indeclinable as a result of akanne in the final vowel of the nominative-
accusative. Тысяча/tysjaća 'thousand' declines as an a-stem noun with an 
alternative instrumental singular тысяччу/tysjaccu; мшьён/пШ'ёп 
'million' is a masculine o-stem noun. In compound cardinal numerals each 
word declines, for example, genitive трохсот пяцщзесящ maciji/troxsot 
pjacidzesjaci šasci from трыста пяцьдзесят шэсць/trysta pjac'dzesjat 
šfesc' '356'. Colloquially, however, there is a tendency towards non-
declension of all but the final element of such forms. 

Special collective numerals ABoe/dvoe '2', Tpóe/tróe '3', чацвёра/ 
čacvera '4' up to дзесяцера/dzesjaeera '10' are used with pluralia tantum, 
nouns denoting the young of animals, collectives such as людз^ЦшЫ 
'people', and - optionally - nouns denoting male human beings. Двое/ 
dvoe and Tpóe/tróe decline like the plural of мой/moj (see table 16.4), 
чацвёра/čacvera and so on like the plural of адзш/adzin. 

Ordinal numerals in Belorussian are, with three exceptions, stem-
stressed adjectives with a non-palatalized stem: пёршы/perśy 'first', 
сёмы/semy 'seventh', пяцщзесяты/pjacidzesjaty 'fiftieth'. The excep-
tions are: друп/druhi 'second' (ending-stressed velar stem), трэщЛгёа 
'third' (palatalized stem) and capaicaBbi/sarakavy 'fortieth' (ending-
stressed non-palatalized stem). Only the final element of compound 
ordinal numerals is ordinal and declines; the other elements are cardinal 
and remain unchanged: трыста пяцьдзесят шосты/trysta pjac'dzesjat 
Sósty 'three hundred and fifty-sixth', masculine-neuter genitive singular 
трыста пяцьдзесят inóerara/trysta pjac'dzesjat šostaha and so on. 
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Table 16.6 Belorussian numeral declension 
(a) Singular 

M 
Plural 
all genders 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

NOM 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

адзш 'l' 
= N O M / G E N 
аднаго 
аднаму 
адным 
адным 

M/N 
два '2' 
= N O M / G E N 
двух 
двум 
двума 
двух 

пяць '5' 

пяць 
пяц! 
пяц! 
пяццю 
пяц! 

адно 
адно 
аднаго 
аднаму 
адным 
адным 

F 
дзве 
= N O M / G E N 
дзвюх 
дзвюм 
дзвюма 
дзвюх 

адна 
адньу 
адной,аднаё 
адной 
адной (-ою) 
адной 

тры '3' 
= N O M / G E N 
трох 
тром 
трыма 
трох 

пацьдзесят '50' дзвёсце '200' 

пяцьдзесят = NOM/GEN 
пяцщзесящ двухсот 
пяцщзесящ двумстам 
пяццюдзесяццю двумастам1 
пяцщзесящ двухстах 

адны 
= N O M / G E N 
адных 
адным 
адным1 
адных 

чатыры 44' 
= N O M / G E N 
чатырох 
чатыром 
чатырма 
чатырох 

пяцьсот 
ł500' 
= N O M / G E N 
пяцюот 
пяц1стам 
пяццюстам1 
пяц1стах 

(Ь) 
M 

Singular 
N 

Plural 
all genders 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

adzin 4 Г 
= N O M / G E N 
adnahó 
adnamu 
adnym 
adnym 

M/N 
dva '2' 
= N O M / G E N 
dvux 
dvum 
dvuma 
dvux 

pjac' ł5' 
PjaC 
pjaci 
pjaci 
pjaccju 
pjaci 

adnó 
adno 
adnahó 
adnamu 
adnym 
adnym 

F 
dzve 
= N O M / G E N 
dzvjux 
dzvjum 
dzvjuma 
dzvjux 

pjac'dzesjat 450' 
pjac'dzesjat 
pjacidzesjaci 
pjacidzesjaci 
pjaccjudzesjaccju 
pjacidzesjaci 

adna 
adnii 
adnój, adnae 
adnój 
adnój (-óju) 
adnój 

try ł3' 
= N O M / G E N 
trox 
trom 
tryma 
trox 

dzvesce '200' 
= N O M / G E N 
dvuxsot 
dvumstam 
dvumastami 
dvuxstax 

adny 
= N O M / G E N 
adnyx 
adnym 
adnymi 
adnyx 

catyry 44ł 

= N O M / G E N 
catyrox 
catyróm 
catyrma 
catyrox 

pjac'sót ł500' 
= N O M / G E N 
pjacisót 
pjacistam 
pjaccjustami 
pjacistax 
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3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
In comparison with Proto-SIavonic and Old Russian, the inflectional 
morphology of the Belorussian verb distinguishes only a small number of 
categories, as illustrated in the chart of conjugation types (table 16.7). 
Some other categories are expressed periphrastically (see below). In the 
verb form itself person is distinguished only in the non-past (present/ 
future), gender only in the (singular) past, whilst there is number agree-
ment between subject and verb in both instances. The tense system has 
been much simplified: gone completely are the aorist, imperfect and orig-
inal pluperfect, and the perfect has evolved, through the loss of the copula 
'be', from an original participial form into a simple verb form which covers 
all past meaning. Thus, in appropriate contexts, я чытау/ja cytaO may 
correspond to 'I read/was reading/have read/had read/had been reading'. 
The only survival of a compound past tense in Belorussian is the pluperfect 
derived from the Old Russian 'second pluperfect' of the type язъ есмь 
былъ читалъ/jazb esmb Ьу1ъ čitah> 'I had read', again through the loss 
of the copula. Essentially confined to colloquial speech and the language of 
literature, this form is encountered almost entirely in the perfective aspect, 
denoting an action in the past anterior to another past action, for example, 

Ён прыёхау быу з Мшска i уладкавауся на кватэру каля ушверсггэта./Ёп 
ргуёхай byu z Minska i uladkavaOsja na kvat^ru kalja universitčta. 
4He had arrived from Minsk and settled into a flat near the university.' 

Only the verb быць/byc' Чо be' has a morphological future (first con-
jugation): буду, будзеш/budu, budzeš and so on. This acts as the 
auxiliary in forming, in combination with the infinitive, the periphrastic 
future of imperfective verbs: я буду чытаць/ja budu cytac' 'I shall read/ 
be reading'. Future meaning in perfective verbs is carried by the non-past 
form: я прачытаю/ja pracytaju 'I shall read', in contrast to the present 
meaning of the imperfective non-past. 

It will be clear from the foregoing that Belorussian has moved from a 
tense-based verb system to one based on aspect. As in Slavonic generally, 
the imperfective-perfective opposition is a privative one: the perfective, the 
marked member of the pair, is used for a single action in which the focus is 
on the total performance of that action, on the result produced and poten-
tial consequences; the imperfective is used whenever this focus is lacking. 
Compare, for example, кал! я прыйшоу, ён ужо згатавау (PRFV) 
вячэру/kali ja pryjśćm, ёп užo zhatavau vjačibru 'when I arrived, he had 
already prepared supper' with: кал! я прыйшоу, ён гатавау (IMPFV) 
вячэру/kali ja pryjśćm, ёп hatavaii vjačibru 'when I arrived, he was pre-
paring supper' (action in progress); кал! ён быу дома, ён заусёды 
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Table 16.7 Belorussian conjugation types 

(a) First conjugation 

Infinitive 

Non-past: 

Past: 

SG 

PL 

SG 

PL 
Imperative: SG 

PL 

1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
M 
F 
N 

2 
1 
2 

чытаць 
Чо read' 

чытаю 
чытаеш 
чытае 
чытаем 
чытаеце 
чытаюць 
чытау 
чытала 
чытала 
чыташ 
чытай 
чытаем 
чытайце 

несц1 
Чо carry' 

нясу 
нясёш 
нясе 
нясём 
несяцё 
нясуць 
нёс 
несла 
несла 
нести 
НЯС1 
нясём 
нясще 

пюаць 
Чо write' 

niuiy 
niuiaui 
nima 
niuiaM 
п!шаце 
пкиуць 
nicay 
шсала 
шсала 
nicani 
nimbi 
шшэм 
шшыце 

браць 
Чо take' 

бяру 
бярэш 
бярэ 
бяром 
берацё 
бяруць 
брау 
брала 
брала 
брал i 
бяры 
бярэм 
бярыце 

Second conjugation Athematic 

Infinitive 

Non-past: SG 

PL 

Past: SG 

PL 
Imperative: SG 

PL 

1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
M 
F 
N 

2 
1 
2 

малщь 
Чо beg' 

малю 
мол im 
молщь 
мсшм 
молще 
моляць 
мал!у 
мал ina 
мал Ina 
мал ini 
Mani 
малём 
малще 

ляцець 
Чо fly' 

лячу 
ляц1ш 
ляцщь 
лящм 
лец1цё 
ляцяць 
ляцёу 
ляцёла 
ляцёла 
ляцёл1 
ляц1 
ляцём 
ляцще 

гаварыць 
Чо say' 

гавару 
гаворыш 
гаворыць 
гаворым 
гаворыце 
гавораць 
гаварыу 
гаварыла 
гаварыла 
гаварыл1 
гавары 
гаварэм 
гаварыце 

есц1 
Чо eat' 

ем 
яс! 
есць 
ядз!м 
ясцё, ясцё 
ядуць 
еу 
ела 
ела 
ёлi 
еш 
ЯД31М 
ёшце 

(Ь) First conjugation 

Infinitive 

Non-past: SG 

Past: 

1 
2 
3 

PL 1 
2 
3 

SG 

Ćytac' 
Чо read' 

ćytaju 
čytaeš 
ćytae 
ćytaem 
ćytaece 
ćytajuc' 

M ćytau 
F ćytala 

nesci 
Чо carry' 

njasu 
njaseš 
njase 
njasem 
nesjace 
njasuc' 
nes 
nesla 

pisac 
Чо write' 

pišu 
pišaš 
piša 
pišam 
pišace 
pišuc' 
pisau 
pisala 

brac' 
Чо take' 

bjaru 
bjarčš 
bjarč 
bjaróm 
berače 
bjariic' 
brau 
brala 
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PL 
Imperative: SG 2 

PL 1 

N cytala nesla pisala 
cytali nesli pisali 
cytaj njasi pisy 
cytaem njasem pišem 
cytajce njasice pisyce 

Second conjugation 

brala 
brali 
bjary 
bjarem 
bjaryce 

Athematic 

Infinitive 

Non-past: SG 1 
2 
3 

PL 1 
2 
3 

Past: 

PL 
Imperative: SG 2 

PL 1 

malic' 
Чо beg' 

malju 
moliš 
mólic' 
mólim 
mólice 
móljac' 

SG M maliu 
F malila 
N malila 

malili 
mali 
malem 
malice 

ljacec' 
Чо fly' 

ljaču 
ljaciš 
ljacic' 
ljacim 
lecice 
ljacjac' 
ljaceu 
ljacela 
ljacela 
ljaceli 
ljaci 
ljacem 
ljacice 

havaryc' 
Чо say1 

havarii 
havorys 
havoryc' 
havorym 
havoryce 
havorac' 
havaryu 
havaryla 
havaryla 
havaryli 
havary 
havarem 
havaryce 

esci Чо eat' 

em 
jasi 
esc' 
jadzim 
jasce,jasce 
jaduc' 
eu 
ela 
ela 
čii 
eš 
jadzim 
ešce 

гатавау (IMPFV) вячэру/kali ёп Ъуй dóma, ёп zaiisedy hatavau vjač^ru 
'when he was at home, he always prepared supper' (repetition); учора 
увечар ён гатавау (IMPFV) вячэру/učora Ovečar ёп hatavau у)'асёги 
'yesterday evening he prepared supper' (simple naming of the action). 
Compare also прыйшоу (PRFV) Кандрат. Ён чакае ym3e/pryjšcm 
Kandrat. Ёп čakae Onize 'Kandrat has come. He is waiting downstairs' with 
кал! ты была на працы, прыходз1у (IMPFV) Кандрат. Ён пайшоу 
на пасяджэнне/kali ty byla na pracy, pryxodziu Kandrat. Ёп pajšćm na 
pasjadžčnne 'while you were at work, Kandrat came. He has gone to the 
meeting' (result of action no longer in force). 

The most common morphological markers of aspect in Belorussian are 
prefixation and suffixation. Typically, simple verbs are imperfective and a 
corresponding perfective is created with the aid of a (largely unpredictable) 
prefix which, apart from adding perfectivity, is semantically empty, as in 
the pair гатаваць - згатаваць/hatavac' - zhatavac' in the examples 
above, or шсаць - Hanicaijb/pisac' - napisać' 'to write', вггаць -
прыв1таць/vitac' - pryvitac' 'to greet'. Most prefixes are capable of 
fulfilling this function in conjunction with particular verbs, but the three in 
most common use are (in descending order of frequency): na-/pa-, for 
example, званщь - пазванщь/zvanic' - pazvanic' 'to ring'; з-(с-, ca-)/ 
z-(s-, sa-), for example, рабщь - зрабщь/гаЫс' - zrąbie' Чо do, make'; 
a-(a6-)/a-(ab-), for example, слёпнуць - аслёпнуць/slepnuc' -
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aslepnuc' 'to go blind'. The only suffix which is used to create perfective 
verbs from simple imperfectives is -ну-/-пи-, as in свютаць - свюнуць/ 
svistac' - svisnuc' 'to whistle'. There is a very small number of suppletive 
pairs, including (imperfective first) гаварыць - сказаць/havarye' -
skazać' 'to say' and класщся - легчы/klascisja - lehcy 'to lie down'. 
Where a prefix, when added to a simple imperfective verb, modifies it 
semantically in addition to making it perfective, an imperfective counter-
part is usually created by suffixation. Thus, from nicaijb/pisac' 'to write' is 
created the pair зашаць - затсваць/zapisac' - zapisvac', with imper-
fective suffix -Ba-/-va-. Other suffixes with an imperfectivizing function 
are: -H-/-ja-, for example, замянщь - замяняць/zamjanłc' - zamjanjac' 
'to replace'; -óyBa-/-cmva-, for example, уз'яднаць - уз'ядноуваць/ 
uz'jadnac' - uz'jadnouvac' 'to re-unite'; and, rarely and unproductively, 
-a-/-a-, for example, абнемагчы - абнемагаць/аЬпетаЬсу -
abnemahac' 'to become weak'. In this process both -Ba-/-va- and -H-/-ja-
entail the morphophonemic alternations associated with the Proto-Slavonic 
/ j / element described in 2.2, thus абрасщь - аброшваць/abrasic' -
abrošvac' 'to sprinkle', аслабщь - аслабляць/aslabic' - aslabljac' 'to 
weaken' and so on. Among the few native verbs in Belorussian which are 
bi-aspectual are абяцаць/abjacac' 'to promise' and ранщь/гатс ' 'to 
wound', but note also the perfectives паабяцаць/рааЬ]асас' and 
парйнщь/рагатс'. Much more typically it is loan-words with the suffix 
-a6a-/-ava- which display this characteristic: aflpacaeaijb/adrasavac' 'to 
address', pacTaypwpaeaub/rfestaOryravac' 'to restore'. 

A subaspectual distinction within the imperfective aspect which -
morphologically, at least - continues the Indo-European indeterminate-
determinate opposition is found in the category of the so-called 'verbs of 
motion'. Conventionally, Belorussian grammars have recognized fifteen 
such pairs of simple verbs: (indeterminate first) хадзщь - iciji/xadzic' -
isci 'to go (on foot)'; ёздзщь - ехаць/ezdzic' - ёхас' 'to travel'; бегаць -
бегчы/behac' - behcy 'to run'; брадзщь - 6pbicui/bradzic' - brysci (see 
below); насщь - нёсщ/nasic' - nesci 'to carry'; вадзщь - вёсщ/vadzic' 
- vesci 'to lead'; вазщь - вёзщ/vazic' - vezci 'to convey'; плаваць -
плыць/plavac' - plyc' 'to swim, sail'; лятаць - ляцець/ljatac' - ljacec' 
'to fly'; лаз1ць - лёзщ/lazic' - lezci 'to climb'; поузаць - паузц1/ 
póuzac' - paOzci 'to crawl'; ганяць - гнаць/hanjac' - hnac' 'to chase'; 
катаць - кацщь/katac' - kacic' 'to roll'; цягаць - цягнуць/cjahac' -
cjahnuc' 'to drag, pull'; саджаць - садзщь/sadžae' - sadzie' 'to plant'. 
The entries in ATpaxoei4/Atraxovic (1977-84), however, deny this status 
to two of them: брадзщь/bradzic' and брысщ/brysci are defined in 
terms which distinguish them semantically, the former as 'to wander, 
amble, stroll', the latter as Чо drag oneself along', while the entry for 
саджаць/sadžae' merely cross-refers it as a synonym to садзщь/sadzłc'. 

Of the non-indicative moods the imperative is morphological in the first 
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person plural and second person (see table 16.7 and 3.2.2) but uses the 
periphrasis хай (няхай)/хщ (njaxaj) plus non-past tense for the third 
person, thus хай (няхай) адкажа на л\ст сам/xaj (njaxaj) adkaža na list 
sam 'let him answer the letter himself', хай (няхай) едуць, кал! хочуць/ 
xaj (njaxaj) educ', kali xocuc' 'let them go if they want to'. A more cate-
gorical imperative meaning may be expressed using the infinitive: не 
адставаць!/пе adstavac'! 'don't lag behind!' The conditional mood is also 
periphrastic in form, consisting of the past tense (of either aspect) plus the 
invariable clitic бы/by (after a consonant), б / b (after a vowel): ён сказау 
бы/ёп skazaii by 'he would say', яна сказала б/jana skazała b 'she 
would say'. 

'Reflexive' verbs in Belorussian are formed by the agglutination of the 
particle -cfl/-sja, derived from the clitic *sę, with a non-reflexive verb. The 
only variants of it are to be found in the infinitive and the third person of 
the non-past tense, where in conjunction with final -ць/-с ' it becomes 
-цца/-сса after a vowel or -ца/-са after a consonant, for example, 
купаюся/kupajusja 'I bathe', but купацца/кирасса 'to bathe', 
купаюцца/киргцисса 'they bathe', здасца/zdasca 'he/she will sur-
render'. In addition to expressing reflexive voice proper, as in мыцца / 
mycca 'to wash (oneself)', reflexive verbs fulfil a number of functions 
associated with the middle voice, for example, яны пацалавалкя^'апу 
pacalavalisja 'they kissed (each other)' (reciprocal action) or як мы 
хвалявал1ся!^'ак my xvaljavalisja! 'how we worried!' (action concentrated 
within the subject). A major function is the expression of the passive voice, 
which in Belorussian divides almost completely along aspectual lines: 
reflexive-passive for imperfective verbs, auxiliary 'to be' plus past passive 
participle for perfectives. Compare pyKanic перапрацоуваецца (IMPFV) 
ayTapaM/rukapis perapracoiivaecca autaram 'the manuscript is being 
revised by the author' with pyKanic перапрацаваны (PRFV) аутарам/ 
rukapis perapracavany aiitaram 'the manuscript has been revised by the 
author'. 

Of the participles, only the past passive, formed with the aid of the 
suffixes -H-/-n- (never doubled) or -T-/-t-, is regarded as standard in 
Modern Belorussian. By far the more widely used of the two suffixes is -н-
/-n-, with -T-/-t- confined to verbs with an infinitive stem in -ну-/-пи-, for 
example, кшуты/kinuty from кшуць/kinuc' 'to throw', and first-conjug-
ation 'irregular' verbs with a monosyllabic stem in a vowel, for example, 
разбпы/razbity from разбщь/razbłc' 'to smash'. Variants occur with 
some verbs in -ну-/-пи- and a few (unproductive) verbs with a stem in p / r 
or л/l , thus замкнуць/гаткпис' 'to close' has past passive participle 
замкнуты/zamknuty or замкнёны/гаткпёпу, пакалоць/ракакэс' 'to 
prick' has паколаты/pakólaty or паколаны/рак01апу. The use of the 
short form of the past passive participle in the predicate is limited: it is not 
found in the masculine singular and is an alternative to the long form in the 
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feminine, thus тэатр пабудаваны з адборнага матэрыялу/teatr 
pabudavany z adbórnaha materyjalu 'the theatre has been built with choice 
materials', школа пабудаваная (пабудавана) ... /škola pabudavanaja 
(pabudavana) . . . 'the school has been built ... ' . A recent innovation is a 
marked increase in the attributive use of the /-participle (of intransitive 
verbs only), for example, расталы снег/rastaly sneh, вымерлыя 
жывёлы/vymerlyja žyvely, which literally mean 'having melted snow' and 
'having become extinct animals'. On the other hand, invariable gerunds -
etymologically the feminine nominative singular short forms of the active 
participles - are a feature of the standard language, though they no longer 
carry any tense meaning, only that of aspect, thus pó6fl4bi/róbjaćy (IMPFV 
GER) from рабщь/гаЫс', 3pa6iyiiibi/zrabmšy (PRFV GER) from 3pa6i-
ць/zrabic' 'to do'. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
Leaving aside for the moment a handful of anomalous verbs, Belorussian 
has two conjugations, though within each, as illustrated in table 16.7, we 
may distinguish a number of subtypes occasioned by the effects of akanne 
and jakanne and the hardening of formerly palatalized consonants. Thus, 
for example, the endings of the non-past tense of the first-conjugation 
verbs in the table show the following morphophonemic alternations: in the 
second and third persons singular е-а-э /е-а-ё , in the first person plural 
е-ё-а-о/е-ё-а-о , in the second person plural е-я-а/е- ja-a . In the 
neuter singular past tense stressed -Ó/-Ó, as in вяло/yjaló from весщ/ 
vesci 'to lead', alternates with unstressed -a/-a, as in несла/nesla and all 
the other examples in table 16.7, with the result that where the neuter form 
is stem-stressed it coincides with the feminine. The infinitive ending shows 
alternation between -ць/-с ' after vowels, -ц\/-с\ after consonants other 
than velars (irrespective of the stress position), and -чы/-су where the 
stem ends in a velar, with / k / (only) being assimilated into the ending, thus 
чытаць/cytac', HĆcui/nesci, магчы/таЬсу 'to be able', пячы/pjaćy 'to 
bake' (stem {pek-}). Stress shifts within the paradigm may give rise to 
morphophonemic alternations in the stem of the verb, as demonstrated by 
all the verbs in the table except чытаць/cytac 

Belorussian has only partial retention of final / t ' / in the third person 
singular non-past, namely in the second conjugation, thus молщь/тоИс' 
but 4biTae/čytae. It is, however, re-instated in first-conjugation verbs if 
they are reflexive, for example, смяёцца/smjaecca from смяяцца/ 
smjajacca 'to laugh'. In the second person plural non-past of ending-
stressed verbs it is the final syllable which is stressed, as illustrated in table 
16.7 by несяцё, бераце, лецщё/nesjace, berače, lecice. For most verbs 
the first person plural imperative is distinct from the indicative. It is formed 
with the ending -ем/-ет , a continuation of Old Russian -•Ьмъ/-ётъ, and 
has the variant - эм / -ёт after formerly palatalized consonants. (In verbs 
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with a velar stem the original second palatalization has been replaced by 
the first, for example, памажэм/ратайёт 'let us help'.) However, where 
the non-past is stem-stressed the indicative may also be used with imper-
ative meaning: пойдзем/pójdzem 'let us go', cnbmiM/spynim 'let us 
stop', and in the case of first-conjugation verbs with a stem in / j / , such as 
чытаць/cytac' in the table, this is now the only form of the first person 
plural imperative accepted as standard, forms in - м а / - т а being considered 
dialectal. 

Table 16.8 shows the Belorussian reflexes of the five Proto-Slavonic 
verb classes. They divide between the two conjugations as follows: themes 
in -ne, -je - first conjugation; theme in -i - second conjugation. As 
may readily be seen from the table, the characteristic Belorussian morpho-
phonemic innovations (see 2.3) frequently obscure the underlying stem, so 
that in the non-past of verbs with a theme in -e/-o, for example, we find 
вядз-(вяд-), цвщ-, граб-, пяч-(пяк-), 6flp-/yjadz-(yjad-), cvic-, hrab-, 
pjač-(pjak-), bjar- as realizations of the stems {ved-, cvit-, ЬгёЬ-, pek-, ber-} 
respectively. Depalatalization and/or akanne may also affect the theme 
vowel, as in бяр-э-/^'аг-ё- < *ber-e-, nop-a-/por-a- < *por-j-e and ляж-
bi-/ljaž-y- < *lei-i-. A further innovation is the restoration in the infinitive 
stem of the labials 6, n/b, p and the velar г/h, earlier assimilated to the 
ending, thus rpa6iji/lu£bci 'to rake', xpanui/hrapci 'to snore', лёгчы/ 
lehcy 'to lie down'. Among verbs with a theme in -je we may note the 
extension of the stem ne-/pe- of the infinitive пець/рес' 'to sing' to the 
non-past tense, albeit in the jakanne-produced realization ira-/pja-. 

Of the five athematic verbs of Proto-Slavonic, Belorussian retains only 
three. The present tense of быць/byc' 'to be' is usually not formally 
expressed; thus ен урач/ёп urač, literally 'he doctor'. The sole surviving 
form is ёсць/ёвс', etymologically the third person singular but now gener-
alized for all persons and both numbers; it is used for emphasis or, 
principally in scientific and technical styles, in definitions. The conjugation 
of the other two surviving athematic verbs, eciji/esci 'to eat' (see table 
16.7) and даць/dac' 'to give' (which follows the same pattern), more 
closely continues that of Proto-Slavonic than is the case in any of the other 
Slavonic languages except Ukrainian. Only the first and third person plural 
have adapted to thematic conjugation (second and first respectively). An 
innovation in Belorussian is the complete adaptation of the Proto-Slavonic 
irregular verb *Jwteti to the first conjugation. The one truly irregular (as 
opposed to athematic) verb in Modern Belorussian is 6er4bi/behčy 'to 
run', which has first-conjugation endings in the first person singular and 
third person plural, but second-conjugation endings in all other forms of 
the non-past, thus бягу, бягуць/bjahu, bjahuc' but бяжыш, бяжыць, 
бяжым, бежыцё/^'айув, bjaźyc', bjażym, beźyce. 
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Table 16.8 Belorussian reflexes of Proto-SIavonic verb classes 
(a) Infinitive stem Non-past stem 

Theme in -e/-o 
нес-

вес- (< *ved-) 
UBic- (< *cvit-) 
ic- (< *id-) 
exa-

грэб-
жы-

пяч- (< *pek-t-) 
па-ча- (< *-čen-) 
па-мер-
ста-

сса-
зв-а-
бр-а-

Theme in -ne 
цяг-ну- (< *tęg-np-) 

Mi-ну- (< *mi-np-) 

Theme in -je 
чу-

пе-
кры-
6i-
паро- (< *рог-) 
мало- (< *mel-) 

irp-a-
ум-е- (< *um-č-) 

каз-а-
nic-a-
дарав-а- (< *darov-a-) 
се-я-

Theme in -i 
мал-i- (< *mol-i-) 

хадз-i- (< *xod-i-) 
сядз-е- (< *sčd-č-) 
ляж-а- (< *lež-a-) 
сп-а-

Athematic 
бы-
ec- (< *čd-) 
да-

Irregular 
хац-е-

няс-е-
вядз-е- (SI, РЗ вяд-) 

UBiu-e- (SI, РЗ UBiT-) 
щз-е- (SI, РЗ iд-) 
едз-е- (SI, РЗ ед-) 

граб-е-
жыв-е-
пяч-э- (S1, РЗ пяк-) 
па-чн-е-
па-мр-э-
стан-е-

сс-е-
зав-е-
бяр-э-

цяг-н-е-
Mi-н-е-

чу-е-
пя-е-
кры-е-
б'-е-
пор-а- (S1 пар-) 
мел-е- (S1 мял-) 

irp-a-e-
ум-е-е-

каж-а- (< *kaz-j-e-) 
niiii-a- (< *pis-j-e-) 
дару-е-
се-е-

мол-i- (SI мал-) 
ходз-i- (SI хадж- < *xod-j-) 
сядз-i- (SI сядж- < *sčd-j-) 
ляж-ы-
сп-i- (SI спл- < *sp-j-) 

ес-
е(с/д/дз)-
да(с/д/дз)-

хоч-а- (S1 хач- < *xot-j-) 
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(b) Infinitive stem Non-past stem 

Theme in -e/-o 
nes- njas-e-

ves- (< *ved-) vjadz-e- (SI, P3 vjad-) 
cvis- (< *cvit-) cvic-e- (SI, P3 cvit-) 
is- (< *id-) idz-e- (SI, P3 id-) 
exa- edz-e- (SI, P3 ed-) 

hreb- hrab-e-
žy- žyv-e-

pjač- (< * рек-t-) pjač-ё- (SI, P3 pjak-) 
pa-ča- (< *-čen-) pa-čn-e-
pa-mer- pa-mr-e-
sta- stan-e-

ssa- ss-e-
zv-a- zav-e-
br-a- bjar-e-

Theme in -ne 
cjah-nu- (< *tęg-np-) cjah-n-e-

mi-nu- (< *mi-np-) mi-n-e-

Theme in -je 
ču- ču-e-

pe- pja-e-
кгу- kry-e-
bi- b'-e-
paro- (< *por-) por-a- (SI par-) 
malo- (< *mel-) mel-e- (SI mjal-) 

ihr-a- ihr-a-e-
um-e- (< *ит-ё-) um-e-e-

kaz-a- kaž-a- (< *kaz-j-e-) 
pis-a- piš-a- (< *pis-j-e-) 
darav-a- (< *darov-a-) daru-e-
se-ja- se-e-

Theme in -i 
mal-i- (< *mol-i-) mol-i- (SI mal-) 

xadz-i- (< *xod-i-) xodz-i- (SI xadž- < *xod-j-) 
sjadz-e- (< *sed-e-) sjadz-i- (SI sjadž- < *sed-j-) 
ljaž-a- (< *lež-a-) ljaž-y-
sp-a- sp-i- (SI spi- < *sp-j-)) 

Athematic 
by- es-
es- (< *čd-) e(s/d/dz)-
da- da(s/d/dz)-

Irregular 
xac-e- xoč-a- (SI xač- < *xot-j-) 
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3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
Most productive is suffixation, principally from underlying verb, adjective 
(including participle) and noun stems. The suffixes which combine with the 
greatest number of parts of speech are - А К / - А К , -iic/-ik, -Hiic/-nik and -K-
/-k-. Thus, for example, рыбак/гуЬак 'fisherman', юнак/junak 'young 
man', сваяк/svajak 'relation', пятак/pjatak 'five-kopeck coin' and 
спявак/spjavak 'singer' are derived from the stems of, respectively, a 
noun, adjective, pronoun, numeral and verb. Among the most productive 
suffixes are: -Hiic/-nik, -чык/-£ук and -ец(-эц)/-ес(-ёс), which create 
predominantly animate nouns, for example, жартаушк/žartaiinik 'joker' 
from жартаваць/žartavac' 'to joke', грузчык/Ытюсук 'docker' from 
грузщь/hruzic' 'to load', HaBynaHeu/navucfenec 'pupil' from 
Haey43HHe/navučfenne 'study'. The suffixes -CTB-/-stv-, -анн-(-енн-, 
-энн-)/-апп-(-епп-, -enn-) and -acijb/-asc' all create abstract nouns, thus 
3HačMCTBa/znaemstva 'acquaintance', аблягчэнне/аЬЦаЬсёппе 'allevia-
tion', мудрасць/mudrasc' 'wisdom', motivated by знаём-ы/гпаёт-у 
'familiar', аблягч-ьщь/аЬЦаЬс-ус' 'to alleviate' and мудр-ы/mudr-y 
'wise'. 

Within the noun category suffixation is also used for modificatory 
purposes. Highly productive in the derivation of masculine diminutives are, 
again, -iic(-biK)/-ik(-yk), -чык/-£ук and -ок(-ак)/-ок(-ак), giving rise to 
such forms as cmniK/stólik, пакойчык/раксч'сук and, with consonant 
mutation, унучак/ипйсак, from стол/stol 'table', пакой/pakój 'room' 
and унук/unuk 'grandson' respectively. Most productive where feminine 
diminutives are concerned is -ачк-/-аск-, for example, лямпачка/ 
ljampačka from лямпа/Цатра 'lamp', followed by -K-/-k-, as in 
бярозка/bjarózka from бяроза/bjaróza 'birch'. The latter suffix is also, 
though less productively, used to derive neuter diminutives: слоука/ 
sloOka from слова/slova 'word', and plays a major role in the derivation 
of female nouns from their male equivalents, for example, Kacipica/ 
kasirka from Kacip/kasir 'cashier'. Other suffixes with a modificatory func-
tion include -aH-(-flH-)/-an-(-jan-), which creates nouns denoting the 
young of animals: ваучаня (eay4aHe)/va0čanja (vaučane) 'wolf cub' 
from воук/vouk 'wolf'; and - / j / - , used to form neuter collectives and in 
the process, except after labials and / r / , assimilated by the preceding con-
sonant: сук/suk 'branch' gives сучча/sučča 'branches', дуб/dub 'oak' 
gives дуб'ё^иЬ'ё 'oaks'. 

Prefixation plays a much lesser role in the derivation of nouns, though 
the negative prefix не-(ня-)/пе-(щ'а-) is highly productive in the creation 
of antonyms, such as неспакой/nespakój 'anxiety' from cnaKÓń/spakoj 
'calm', няшчасце/njaščasce 'unhappiness' from шчасце/ščasce 'happi-
ness'. Compounding, on the other hand, is a fruitful source of noun deri-
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vation, whether it be appositional, as in BaroH-pacTapaH/vahon-rfestaran 
'restaurant car'; by interfix, as in законапраект/zakonapraekt = 
3aKÓH+a+npaeKT/zakon+a+praekt '(legal) bill'; or with truncation of 
the first element, as in 6eH3acx0Biiu4a/benzasx0višča 'petrol tank' 
< 6eH3iH+cxÓBim4a/benzin+sxovisca. 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
In deriving adjectives from nouns the most productive suffixes are -Н-/-П-, 
-ов-(-ёв-, -ав-, -eB-)/-ov-(-ev-, -av-, -ev-) and -CK-/-sk-, for example, 
конны/kónny 'horse', кляновы/кЦаш^у 'maple', aKiHHCKi/akijanski 
'ocean', motivated by конь/коп', клён/klen and аюян/акцап respec-
tively. The process of suffixation may be accompanied by truncation of the 
motivating stem, as in птушка/ptuška > птушыны/ptuśyny 'bird's'; by 
contraction at the morpheme boundary, as in маладзец+ск-i/ 
maladzec+sk-i > маладзёцю/такк1геск1 'dashing'; or by mutation of the 
stem-final consonant, as in пясок/pjasók > пясчаны/pjasćany 'sandy'. 
Possessive adjectives are derived from animate nouns and personal names 
with the aid of the suffixes -оу(-ёу, -ay, -еу)/-сш(-ёй, -ай, -ей) and 
-iH(-biH)/-in(-yn), for example, JlyKamóy/Lukascm 'Lukaš's', мужау/ 
mužaO 'husband's', 6a6iH/babin 'grandmother's'. Adjectives motivated by 
adjectives themselves almost invariably modify the meaning of the under-
lying form in some way; thus, the suffix -aeaT-/-avat- limits the quality: 
халаднаваты/xaladnavaty 'rather cold' by comparison with халодны/ 
xalodny 'cold', while -енн-/-епп- augments it: здаравённы/zdaravenny 
'robust' compared with 3flap0Bbi/zdarovy 'healthy'. Derivation of adjec-
tives from other parts of speech is more limited. Most commonly, the moti-
vating stem is verbal, as in адкщны/adkidny 'collapsible' or 
забыучывы/гаЬуйсухгу 'forgetful'. 

Prefixation is a productive method of intra-adjectival derivation in two 
areas: the creation of antonyms or adjectives that negate the quality 
expressed by the motivating adjective: здатны/zdatny 'able' > няздатны/ 
njazdatny 'not able', законны/гакоппу 'legal' > беззаконны/ 
bezzakónny 'illegal'; and of superlatives and other forms expressing a 
heightened degree of that quality: Bbicoici/vysoki 'tall' > завысокл/ 
zavysoki 'too tall', рэакцыйны/гёаксуз'пу 'reactionary' > 
арх1рэакцыйны/атгёаксу]пу 'arch-reactionary'. In the compounding 
of two adjectives the first element appears always in the short neuter form, 
as in кюла-салодю/кЫа-закхНи 'bitter-sweet' (coordinative) and 
блёдна-жоуты/Ь^па^оС^у 'pale yellow' (subordinative). 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
Prefixes have a dual role in intraverbal derivation. In acting as a morpho-
logical marker of aspect (see 3.2.1) they are semantically empty of all but 
the component 'perfectivity'. More often, however, they make other 
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semantic modifications to the simple verb to which they are attached. 
Furthermore, while in the former role many prefixes are only weakly 
productive, in the latter the reverse is true. Many are also polysemantic: 
thus, for example, the prefix Bbi-/vy- may add to the simple verb the 
meaning 'outwards' as in выйсщ/vyjsci Чо go out'; 'completion' as in 
выслужыць/х^ийус' 'to serve out'; or, in conjunction with the reflexive 
particle, 'exhaustiveness' as in выспацца/vyspacca 'to have a good sleep'. 
Indeed, this polysemy is frequently to be found within a single derived 
verb; thus the prefix 3a-/za- may add to весщ/vesti 'to take' both the 
meaning 'action beyond a given point' and 'commencement of action', so 
that завесщ/zavesti means both 'to take too far' and 'to set up, start'. 

Aside from aspectual derivation, suffixation is used almost exclusively to 
derive verbs from other parts of speech. An exception to this is the suffix 
-ану-/-апи-, which adds the nuance of intensity or unexpectedness to the 
meaning of the motivating verb; thus from сказаць/вкагас' 'to say' is 
derived сказануцьЛкагапйс' 'to rap out'. Such forms are characteristic of 
colloquial style. Among the suffixes deriving verbs from nouns and adjec-
tives two are particularly productive: -i-(-bi-)/-i-(-y-), as in бялщь/bjalłc' 
'to whiten' from бёлы/bely 'white' or рыбачыць/гуЬасус' 'to fish' from 
рыбак/гуЬак 'fisherman'; and -aBa-(-HBa-)/-ava-(-java-), which occurs 
mainly, though not exclusively, in loan-words, as in друкаваць/drukavac' 
'to print', лютаваць/ljutavac' 'to rage'. The suffix -i-(-bi-)/-i-(-y-) is also 
the most productive second element in the confixal derivation of verbs, for 
example, in узаконщь/игакотс' 'to legalize', derived from закон/гакоп 
'law' with the aid of y-/u-. Occasionally, the prefixal element in such 
derived verbs may be one not encountered where prefixation alone is 
involved, for example, абез-/аЬег- in абезнадзещь/abeznadzeic' Чо 
dishearten', motivated by надзёя/nadzeja 'hope'. 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
In Belorussian, since syntactic relations are generally explicit in the 
morphology, the order of the major constituents of a sentence (or clause) is 
relatively free, though this should not be interpreted to mean random. 
What determines which of the six possible permutations of subject, verb 
and object is employed in a given instance is communicative dynamism. 
The given information precedes those elements which communicate the 
new information or bear the greatest emphasis. Morphologically identical 
sentences conveying the same factual information will therefore show vari-
ation in the order of their constituents. Thus, depending on what question 
(or potential question) is being answered, the sentence 'Ryhor hit Mikola' 
might appear in any of the following forms: Рыгор ударыу Miiccuiy/ 
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Ryhór udaryu Mikólu (Subject-Verb-Object, answering ' whom did Ryhor 
hit?'); ударыу Рыгор MiKCwy/udaryO Ryhór Mikólu (VSO: 'whom did 
Ryhor hitT); Рыгор MiKCWiy ударыу/Ryhór Mikólu udaryu (SOV: 
4what did Ryhor do to Mikola?'); Мжолу Рыгор ударыу/Mikólu 
Ryhór udaryu (OSV: 'what did Ryhor do to MikolaV); Школу ударыу 
Рыгор/Mikólu udaryu Ryhór (OSV: 'who hit Mikola?'); ударыу 
Мжолу Рыгор/udaryu Mikólu Ryhór (VOS: 'who hit Mikola?'). As to 
which of these represents unmarked order, one might reasonably argue 
that, in their appropriate context, they all do. Support is lent to this argu-
ment by the fact that in the spoken language the topic-focus order may be 
varied so that, for example, unmarked MiKcmy ударыу Рыгор/Mikólu 
udaryu Ryhór becomes stylistically marked Рыгор ударыу Мжолу / 
Ryhór udaryu Mikólu 'Ryhor hit Mikola'. However, there is some evidence 
to suggest that the basic order in Belorussian, as in English, at least for the 
written language, is SVO. In sentences in which subject and object are not 
morphologically unambiguous (both nouns have nominative = accusative 
and are of the same person and number) the most likely interpretation is 
that the first element is the subject, for example, град змяшу дождж/ 
hrad zmjaniu doždž 'hail replaced the rain'. In speech, though, sentence 
intonation would allow the order OVS, giving the meaning 'rain replaced 
the hail'. 

Adverbials relating to the clause as a whole, rather than a particular 
constituent, are placed in clause-initial position; where they qualify a par-
ticular constituent they are also generally preposed to that constituent. 
Immediate pre-verbal position is the norm for adverbials of time, place or 
degree, thus ён доуга расказвау пра свае прыгоды/ёп dóuha 
raskazvaO pra svae pryhódy (literally: 'he long talked about his 
adventures') 'he talked for a long time about his adventures'; да слёз 
крануу мянё яго расказ/da slez kranuu mjane jahó raskaz (literally: 'to 
tears moved me his story') 'his story moved me to tears'. Postposition of 
such adverbials is stylistically marked (emphatic, expressive). For 
adverbials of manner there is a division between pre-position and post-
position: qualitative adverbs precede the verb: яны весела смяюнся/ 
jany vesela smjajalisja (literally: 'they merrily laughed') 'they laughed 
merrily'; if, however, the adverbial is derived from a noun, it follows: ён 
iuióy вобмацкам каля сцяны/ёп išou vobmackam kalja scjany (liter-
ally: 'he went by groping along the wall') 'he groped his way along the 
wall'; those derived from gerunds are regularly found in both pre- and 
postposition to the verb, thus ён сумеушыся стаяу пёрад ёй/ёп 
sumeiiśysja stajau perad ej or ён стаяу пёрад ёй сумеушыся/ёп stajau 
perad ej sumeuSysja (literally: 'he having become embarrassed stood before 
her' or 'he stood before her having become embarrassed') 'he stood before 
her in embarrassment'. If the adverbial is one of cause or purpose, 
expressed by an adverb or a noun in an oblique case, then again both pre-
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position and postposition are possible: ён застауся дома знарок/ёп 
zastaiisja dóma znarók or ён знарок застауся дома/ёп znarók zastausja 
dóma (literally: 'he stayed at home on purpose' or 'he on purpose stayed at 
home') 'he stayed at home on purpose'. Where more than one adverbial 
occurs in a clause, the order is time > place > cause > manner and others. 

There are no pronominal clitics in Belorussian. Within the noun phrase 
unmarked order is for determiners and adjectives (if both are present, in 
that order) to precede the head noun, thus гэтыя маладыя людз^Ь&эда 
maladyja ljudzi 'these young people', усе новыя KHiri/use novyja knihi 
'all (the) new books'. Any inversion, such as зубы крывыя/zuby kryvyja 
for крывыя зубы/kryvyja zuby 'crooked teeth', is emotionally 
expressive. Genitives and relative clauses, on the other hand, follow the 
head noun. 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Interrogative sentences in Belorussian are marked by the use of inter-
rogative words (pronouns, adverbs, particles) and/or a special inter-
rogative intonation, with word order playing only a secondary role. 
Interrogative intonation consists in a sharp rise in pitch (less marked if an 
interrogative word is used) on the word requiring an answer. The 
intonation of the sentence as a whole will be falling if the word is at the 
beginning, rising-falling if it is in the middle and rising if it is at the end. 
Any declarative sentence can be turned into an interrogative one in this 
way, without alteration to the word order, thus declarative вы хадзш у 
KiHÓ/vy xadzili u kino 'you went to the cinema' may become interrogative 
вы хадзш у кшо? 'did you go to the cinema?', вы хадзЫ у кшо? 'did 
you go to the cinema?', вы хадзш у KIHÓ? 'did you go to the cinema?' 
Among the particles used to mark interrogative sentences is iji/ci, which 
takes first position in the sentence and requires inversion of subject and 
verb: щ вёдае ён гэта? /а vedae ёп tóta? 'does he know that?', щ не 
холадна Ta6e?/ci ne xoladna tabe? 'aren't you cold?'. It is also the means 
of marking indirect questions: ён не помнщь, щ бачыу яго/ёп ne 
pomnie', ci Ьасуй jahó 'he doesn't remember whether he saw him'. 

An affirmative answer to a general interrogative is usually in the form 
такЛак, алё/а1ё or ara/aha, all meaning 'yes'. The negative response is 
не/пе 'no', for example, щ вярнулася мащ? - He/ci vjarnulasja maci? -
Ne 'has mother returned? - No'; this is also used, however, to confirm the 
truth of a negative interrogative, as in щ не вярнулася мащ? - He/ci ne 
vjarnulasja maci? - Ne 'hasn't mother returned? - No'. Question-word 
questions are usually answered with incomplete sentences: хто 
застанецца дома? - MiK<xna/xto zastanecca dóma? - Mikóla 'who will 
stay at home? - Mikola'. 

Commands, including prohibitions, may be issued not only by means of 
the imperative and infinitive (see 3.2.1) but also with the aid of the con-
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ditional, which has more the intonation of request or advice, for example, 
адпачыу бы ты Tpoxi/adpacyu by ty troxi 'you should rest a little'. 
Exceptionally, other parts of speech may also have imperative meaning: 
comparative adverb, for example, xyT43ń!/xutcej! (literally: 'more 
quickly') 'hurry up!'; past tense of certain verbs of motion, as in паехал1!/ 
paexali! (literally: 'went') 'let's go!'; impersonal predicate, for example, 
нельга!/пеГЬа! (literally: 'it is not allowed') 'don't!'. 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The grammatical role of pure copula in compound nominal predicates is 
fulfilled by the various tense and mood forms of быць/byc' 'to be'. An 
exception is the present tense, where there is a zero copula unless subject 
and complement are expressed by the same noun, when the copula ёсць/ 
esc' is obligatory. The main semi-abstract copulas (verbs which have 
partially lost their lexical meaning) are з'яуляцца - з'явщца/z'jauljacca -
z'javicca, in its copular function synonymous with быць/byc' and much 
used in the written language in definitions; рабщца - зрабщца/гаЫсса -
zrabicca, станавщца - стаць/stanavicca - stac', both meaning 'to 
become'; and здавацца - здацца/zdavacca - zdacca 'to seem'. Material 
copulas in Belorussian are chiefly verbs of movement or state, such as 
вяртацца - вярнуцца/vjartacca - vjarniicca 'to return', стаяць/stajac' 
'to stand' and so on. 

There is no detailed study of the distribution between nominative and 
instrumental case for predicative nouns and adjectives in copular sentences. 
Where the pure copula is concerned, the one absolute constraint applies to 
the present tense: here, both with zero copula and with ёсць/esc', only the 
nominative may be used. Otherwise the rules are not rigid, though it is rare 
for the nominative case to be used in conjunction with the future tense or 
imperative mood of быць/byc'. With the past tense some scholars have 
suggested a broad division between permanent attribute (nominative) and 
temporary one (instrumental). However, the facts of usage do not appear 
to bear this out; compare the following two examples, both drawn from 
twentieth-century literature: ён сам быу яшчэ дзщя/ёп sam byu jaščfe 
dzieją 'he himself was still a child' (nominative) and я яго тры гады 
ведаю, яшчэ кал! ён студэнтам быу/ja jahó try hady vćdaju, jaščč kali 
en studentam byu 'I have known him since three years ago, when he was 
still a student' (instrumental). The nominative seems also to be particularly 
common where the complement is an adjective, as in яна была яшчэ 
зус!м маладая/jana była jaščfe zusim maladaja 'she was still very young'. 
The instrumental case is invariably used with з'яуляцца - з 'явщца/ 
z'jaiiljacca - z'javicca, for example, Адэса з'яуляецца буйнейшым 
портам на Чорным MÓpbi/Adfesa z'jauljaecca bujnejSym pórtam na 
Ćórnym móry 'Odessa is the largest port on the Black Sea'. It is generally 
described as 'the norm' for other semi-abstract copulas, though the nomin-
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ative may be found with no obvious sense difference, thus дш стаях 
карсгпая (KapÓTKiMi)/dni stali karótkija (karótkimi) 'the days became 
short'. 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
The principal means of coordination in Belorussian are conjunctions 
(copulative, adversative and disjunctive) and zero coordination. Except in 
the case of щ/ci (in the sense 'or'), disjunctive coordination requires each 
coordinated element to have a coordinator, thus балщь у вас галава щ 
перастала?/Ьа11с' u vas halava ci perastala? 'does your head (still) ache 
or has it stopped (aching)?', but або сёння, або заутра, або 
паслязаутра/аЬо sennja, abó zatitra, abó pasljazaOtra 'either today or 
tomorrow or the day after'. Adversative conjunctions, on the other hand, 
show only the pattern 'X but X' and are invariably preceded by a comma: 
стомлены, алё вясёлы/stómleny, ale vjasely 'tired but happy'; ён 
пайшоу, а мы засталюя/ёп pajšćrn, a my zastalisja 'he left, but we 
remained'. The most flexible of the coordinating conjunctions in terms of 
its occurrence (or non-occurrence) alongside each coordinated element is 
the copulative i/ i 'and', which may be found in the patterns 'X and X', 'and 
X and X' or 'X, X and X', thus на дварэ было холадна i сыра/па 
dvar£ byló xoladna i syra 'outside it was cold and damp'; i у пол i, i у лесе 
чуецца вясна/i й póli, i й lese čuecca yjasna '(both) in the fields and in 
the woods one can feel the spring'; ён устау, падышоу да акна i 
паглядзёу на нёба/ёп ustau, padyśóii da akna i pahljadzeu na neba 'he 
stood up, went over to the window and looked at the sky'. 

On the whole, Belorussian prefers plural verb agreement with conjoined 
nouns or noun phrases if the coordination is copulative. However, singular 
agreement is possible if a singular noun stands immediately before or after 
the verb, for example, побач з iM стащь мёншы сын i усе астатшя 
партызаны/роЬас z im staic' mensy syn i use astatnija partyzany 'along-
side him stands (his) youngest son and all the other partisans'. If such 
singular agreement is used in the past tense, gender agreement is also with 
the nearest noun. Where two or more singular nouns are conjoined by то 
... To/to . . . to 'now . . . now', verb agreement may be either singular or 
plural, but in the past tense must be plural if the nouns are of different 
gender, thus то сын, то дачка прыязджае (прыязджаюць) да мащ/ 
to syn, to đačka pryjazdźae (pryjazdźajuc') da maci 'sometimes the son, 
sometimes the daughter comes (come) (to visit) the mother', but only то 
сын, то дачка прыязджшп да мащ/to syn, to đačka pryjazdźali da 
maci 'sometimes the son, sometimes the daughter came (PL) (to visit) the 
mother'. 

Comitative noun phrases in Belorussian may be of two types: those in 
which the element in the instrumental case is also included in the nomin-
ative pronoun, for example, мы з табой/my z tabój 'you and Г (literally: 
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'we with you'), and those in which it is not, for example, яна з сястрой/ 
jana z sjastrój 'she and her sister' (literally: 'she with sister'). Verb agree-
ment with both is usually plural, though singular agreement is possible in 
the case of the second type, for example: 

Косця 3 малёнькай сястрой Соняй ганяуся па лесе за матылькамь/Кскф 
z malen'kaj sjastrój Sónjaj hanjausja pa lese za matyl'kami. 
'Koscja chased through the woods after butterflies with his little sister Sonja.' 
(literally:'Koscja with little sister Sonja chased (м SG)...') 

4.5 Subordination 
Examination of samples of Belorussian text quickly reveals that the 
language makes far greater use of coordination than of subordination and 
that it is much given to asyndeton. Nevertheless, all the major types of 
subordinate clause, whether classified in syntactic terms (subjective, pre-
dicative, completive) or in semantic terms (temporal, conditional, relative 
and so on), are present. A detailed analysis of such clauses is beyond the 
scope of the present work, but one or two points are of particular interest. 
Thus, in relative clauses, whilst Belorussian has the relative pronoun як!/ 
jaki 'which' to act as a conjunctive, and in doing so to show agreement in 
number and gender with its antecedent head, it also makes substantial use 
of што/što 'that' with an antecedent of any gender or either number. Since 
што/što used in this way is neutral as to number and gender, it is found 
only as subject or direct object in the subordinate clause; verbal agreement 
is according to the features of the antecedent head. Compare, for instance: 

Ён падстуту да кампани, якая (што) вяла гарачую дыскуаю./Еп 
padstupiu da kampanii, jakaja (što) vjala haračuju dyskusiju 
'He joined a group which was having a heated discussion.' 

but only 

кампашя, да якой ён падстуту, вяла гарачую дыскуаю./катрапца, da 
jakój ёп padstupiu, yjala haračuju dyskusiju. 
'The group he joined was having a heated discussion.' 

XTo/xto 'who', in the nominative only and always with masculine singular 
verbal agreement, may similarly replace яю/jaki, for example, старшыня, 
як! (хто) вёу flbicKyciio/starsynja, jaki (xto) veu dyskusiju 'the chair-
man, who was leading the discussion'. 

Another characteristic of Belorussian is the frequent balancing of the 
conjunction introducing a subordinate clause by a pronoun or pronominal 
adverb in the main clause. Where the main clause precedes the sub-
ordinate, this antecedent effectively signals the upcoming subordinate 
clause; thus in the sentence яны кшулгся туды, адкуль чууся крык/ 
jany kinulisja tudy, adkul' čuusja kryk 'they rushed to where the cry had 
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been heard from', туды/tudy Чо there' points to the clause introduced by 
адкуль/adkul' 'from where'. In цяпер я хачу пракаменц1раваць тыя 
змены, як!я мы прапануем/фрёг ja xaču prakamenciravac' tyja 
zmeny, jakija my prapanuem 'now I want to comment on the changes 
which we are proposing', тыя/tyja 'those (ACC PL)' points to the ensuing 
relative clause. 

In addition to subordinate clauses a widely used subordinate element, at 
least in written Belorussian, is the gerundial phrase. In principle, it is pos-
sible to take either of two coordinated sentences and substitute a synony-
mous gerundial phrase, for example, in place of ён сядзеу за сталом i 
чытау KHiry/ёп sjadzeii za stalom i cytaii knihu 'he sat at the table and 
read a book', one may say ён сядзеу за сталом, чытаючы кн!гу/ёп 
sjadzeu za stalom, ćytajucy knihu 'he sat at the table, reading a book' or 
седзячы за сталом, ён чытау KHiry/sedzjacy za stalom, ёп cytaii knihu 
'sitting at the table, he was reading a book'. In practice, however, both from 
a sense and syntactic point of view the first variant is preferable, since it is 
the second coordinated element which is subordinated to express a secon-
dary action, manner or purpose. Conversely, the first element is sub-
ordinated where the construction is temporal, causal, conditional or 
concessive: compare ён сабрау усе сшы i узняуся на гару/ёп sabrau 
use siły i Oznjausja na haru 'he summoned all his strength and climbed the 
hill' and сабраушы усе сшы, ён узняуся на rapy/sabrausy use siły, ёп 
uznjańsja na haru 'summoning all his strength, he climbed the hill'. A 
restriction on the use of the gerundial phrase is that the subject of the 
action expressed by the gerund must be the same as the subject of the 
main-clause verb; thus one may say: 

Любуючыся горадам, ён успамшау аб MiHynbiM./Ljubujućysja hóradam, ёп 
uspaminau ab minulym. 
'Gazing at the city, he remembered the past' 

but not: 

*Любуючыся горадам, у яго узшкгш успамшы аб MiHynbiM./*Ljubiijučysja 
hóradam, u jahó liznikali uspaminy ab minulym. 
'Gazing at the city, memories of the past arose in him.' 

In general, this requirement precludes the use of a gerundial phrase with 
impersonal constructions, but an exception occurs with certain modal 
words, for example, можна/móźna 'it is possible, one may', трэбаЛгёЬа 
'it is necessary', нельга/пёГЬа 'it is impossible, one may not', лёгка/ 
lehka 'it is easy', as in, for example: 

Гаворачы з дзяучынай, лёгка было зауважыць яё усхваляванасць./ 
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Havoracy z dzjaućynaj, lehka byló zauvažyc' jae Osxvaljavanasc'. 
Talking to the girl, it was easy to notice her anxiety.' 

Participial phrases play only a minor role as subordinate elements since, 
as was pointed out in 3.2.1, participles are very restricted both in formation 
and use. The past passive participle is an exception and in certain circum-
stances is an important syntactic means of avoiding ambiguity. In the sen-
tence 

Вяршыш хвояу, як1я был! асветленыя цёплым1 праменяки бл!зкага да 
заходу сонца, ярка вылучагпся на фоне цёмнай хмары./VjarSyni xvojau, 
jakija byli asvetlenyja ceplymi pramenjami blizkaha da zaxodu sónca, jarka 
vylucalisja na fóne cemnaj xmary. 
'The tops of the pines, which were lit up by the warm rays of the sun that was close 
to setting, stood out clearly against the background of the dark cloud.' 

it is not clear whether the clause introduced by якш/jakija refers to 
вяршыш/^'агёут or хвояу/xvojaii. If, however, one substitutes for the 
relative clause a participial phrase, all ambiguity is removed as the par-
ticiple agrees in case as well as number with the noun to which it refers. 
Thus вяршыш хвояу, асвётленыя/vjarsyni xvojau, asvetlenyja means 
that it is the tops of the trees which are illuminated; вяршыш хвояу, 
асветленых/vjarsyni xvojaii, asvetlenyx means that it is the whole trees. 

The use of a subordinated infinitive as opposed to a subordinate clause 
in Belorussian is restricted essentially to constructions in which the finite 
verb belongs to one of three semantic groups: modal, phasal or verb of 
motion. With modal verbs, if the subject of both finite verb and infinitive is 
the same, the infinitive is synonymous with completive што/što + finite 
verb, thus ён паабяцау маучаць/ёп paabjacaii тайсас' 'he promised to 
keep quiet' = ён паабяцау, што будзе маучаць/ёп paabjacau, što 
budze maučac' 'he promised that he would keep quiet'. Where the subject 
of the infinitive is expressed as the accusative or dative object of the finite 
verb the subordinated infinitive is synonymous with final каб/каЬ -I- finite 
verb, thus я nanpaciy яго прынесщ KHiry/ja paprasiu jahó prynesci 
knihu 'I asked him to bring the book' = я nanpaciy яго, каб ён прынёс 
KHiry/ja paprasiu jahó, kab ёп prynes knihu, literally 'I asked him that he 
bring the book'. With phasal verbs the subordinated infinitive is opposed 
not to a subordinate clause but to an object noun, compare ён пачау 
вуяыцца/ёп pačau vucycca 'he began to study' and ён паяауЬ вуяобу/ 
ёп расай vučobu 'he began (his) studies'. With verbs of motion the 
construction is synonymous with 'verb of motion + final каб/каЬ H- infini-
tive'; thus ён пайшоу паглядзёць/ёп pajsóO pahljadzec' 'he went to 
have a look' — ён пайшоу, каб паглядзёць/ёп pajsóu, kab pahljadzec' 
'he went in order to have a look'. 
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4.6 Negation 
Sentence negation is expressed by the negative particle не/пе, placed 
directly before the verb. Other negative elements (pronouns, adverbs) must 
also be accompanied by не/пе, for example, яна Hiiccuii не была у 
Мшску/jana nikoli ne byla й Minsku 'she has never been to Minsk' (liter-
ally: 'she never not was in Minsk'), ён школ i шкому шчога не 
расказвау аб гэтым/ёп nikóli nikomu ničoha ne raskazvaii ab łtótym 'he 
never told anyone anything about this' (literally: 'he never to no-one 
nothing not told about this'). If it is a particular constituent which is being 
negated, then не/пе immediately precedes that constituent, thus дш был! 
не сонечныя, а пахмурныя/dni byli ne sónecnyja, a paxmurnyja 'the 
days were not sunny, but dull'. 

The direct object of a negated verb may be in either the accusative or the 
genitive case. In some circumstances there is no grammatical distinction 
between the two cases, for example, for 'I have not read this novel' one 
may say either я не чытау гэты раман/ja ne ćytaii tóty raman or я не 
чытау гэтага paMaHa/ja ne ćytaii hibtaha ramana. In many situations, 
however, there are factors which cause a choice to be made. Broadly, the 
accusative case focuses attention on the object, while the use of the genitive 
case heightens the negation of the process. Thus, the genitive is usual where 
the negative particle не/пе is accompanied by Hi/ni or another negative 
element which has Hi-/ni- as a prefix: ён Hi слова не сказау/ёп ni slova 
ne skazau 'he didn't say a (single) word'; я школ i не nicay ёй nicbMa/ja 
nikóli ne pisau ej pis'ma 'I have never written her a letter'. The genitive is 
also the choice for the direct object of negated verbs of thinking, per-
ception, desire: яна як бы не зауважыла яго слоу/jana jak by ne 
zaiivažyla jahó sloO 'she appeared not to notice his words'; and is used in 
many set expressions in which the direct object is an abstract noun, for 
example, не трацщь часу/ne trade' času 'not to waste time'. Conversely, 
the accusative case is used if the direct object of a negated verb is a 
person's name: ён не асуджау Валю/ёп ne asudžaO Valju 'he did not 
condemn Valja'; if the construction is 'negated modal verb -I- infinitive + 
direct object', for example, яна не магла змянщь тон/jana ne mahla 
zmjanic' ton 'she could not change her tone'; and, usually, where the direct 
object is preposed to the negated verb, especially if it stands at the very 
beginning of the sentence: Маскву мы яшчэ не наведал1/Ма8к\о1 my 
jaščib ne navedali 'Moscow we haven't yet visited'. 

In the expression of absence, non-existence or non-possession, the nega-
tive of the present tense of 'to be' is няма/njama and of the past tense не 
было/пе byló; in both instances the sentence is an impersonal one, with 
the subject in the genitive case, for example, у мяне няма часу/и mjane 
njama času 'I haven't got (the) time' (literally: 'at me is not of time'), мянё 
не было доMa/mjane ne byló dóma 'I wasn't in' (literally: 'of me not was 
at home'). In the future tense, however, a personal construction is usual, 
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that is, one says я не буду дома/ja ne budu dóma 'I shall not be in' rather 
than *мянё не будзе домаЛпуапе ne budzę dóma. The same is true of 
the frequentative бываць/byvac' Чо be/happen', though one may note 
the fixed expression чаго не бывае/саЬо ne byvae 'anything's possible' 
(literally: 'of what not happens'). 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
Most anaphora in Belorussian is pronominal and, in addition to the 
obvious case of the relative, most other types of pronoun may be involved 
in its expression: personal, as in 

Я кахаю Miichy, i Анюта таксама кахае яго./Ja kaxaju Mikitu, i Anjuta 
taksama kaxae jahó. 

41 love Mikita and Anjuta loves him too.' 

possessive, as in 
У вас ёсць запалю? Свае я 3ry6iy./U vas esc' zapałki? Svae ja zhubiu. 
'Have you any matches? I've lost mine.' 

demonstrative, as in 

Таццяна увачыла на адным возе Любу. Тая сядзела каля кулямёта./ 
Taccjana ubacyla na adnym voze Ljubu. Taja sjadzela kalja kuljameta. 
'Tatiana caught sight of Ljuba on one of the carts. She (literally 'That') was sitting 
by a machine-gun.' 

negative, for example, 

Мы сядзёти моучкь HixTO не хацеу пачаць./Му sjadzeli moučki. Nixto ne 
xaceu pačac'. 
4We sat in silence. Nobody wanted to begin.' 

Pro-phrase anaphora in Belorussian is conveyed by the relative con-
junction што/što, thus я зноу хворы, што мяне непаксиць/ja гпой 
xvory, što mjane nepakóic' 'I am ill again, which worries me'. There is no 
pro-verb anaphora of the type found in English sentences such as she came 
early and so did he. Instead there is zero anaphora, which in writing may be 
represented by the dash: 

Яны пpыёxaлi з адпачынку у суботу, а мы - у нядзелю./Jany pryexali z 
adpaćynku й subótu, a my - и njadzelju. 
'They arrived back from their holidays on Saturday and we (arrived back) on 
Sunday.' 

A further type of zero anaphora occurs with the omission of the subject 
pronoun. In standard Belorussian this normally occurs only in coordinated 
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clauses (with or without an expressed coordinator) or in subordinate 
clauses with a clear subject-nominative antecedent, for example, ён 
упэунены, што справщца/ёп ирёйпепу, što spravicca 'he is convinced 
(that) he will manage' (literally: 'he convinced that will manage'). In more 
colloquial style, however, it may be extended to other types of sentence, 
including one-word sentences, provided there is no contextual ambiguity. 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
One means of expressing reflexivity is the reflexive verb: compare the two 
sentences ён памыу дзщя/ёп ратуй dzieją 'he washed the child' and ён 
памыуся/ёп pamyusja 'he washed (himself)'. Reflexive verbs in Belo-
russian (and East Slavonic as a whole) are really a refinement of the 
construction 'verb -I- accusative reflexive pronoun', brought about by the 
agglutination of the clitic form of that pronoun with the verb. For empha-
sis, though, one may still use the unagglutinated structure 'verb + (non-
clitic) accusative reflexive pronoun'. Thus, parallel to the example just 
given, we have ён памыу сябе/ёп ратуй sjabe, and it is this structure 
which is used to express reflexivity across an infinitival phrase boundary, 
for example, ён npbiMyciy чакаць сябе/ёп prymusm čakac' sjabe 'he 
made (us) wait for him' (literally: 'he made to wait himself). With both the 
above the antecedent is a subject-nominative. In reflexive 'have' construc-
tions it is 'у/и -I- genitive of noun/personal pronoun' and the reflexivity is 
expressed by the reflexive possessive свой/svoj: у яго свая машына/u 
jahó svaja masyna 'he has his own car'. Finally, the antecedent may be a 
dative phrase in an impersonal construction, as in яму немагчыма 
трымаць сябё у руках/jamu nemahćyma trymac' sjabe й rukax 'it is 
impossible for him to control himself. 

Reflexive verbs are also used to express reciprocity, for example, яны 
пацалавалюя^'апу pacalavalisja 'they kissed (one another)'. Alter-
natively, 'one another, each other' is адзш аднаго/adzin adnahó, with the 
second element changing according to case. Thus, яны пацалавал1 адзш 
аднаго (ACC)/jany pacalavali adzin adnahó 'they kissed one another', 
яны падарыл1 адзш аднаму (DAT) KBĆTKi/jany padaryli adzin adnamu 
kvetki 'they gave one another flowers' and so on. Antecedents in reciprocal 
constructions are either, as here, subject-nominative or the understood 
subject of a subordinated infinitive, as in iM не хацелася пакрыудзщь 
адзш аднаго/im ne xacelasja pakryńdzic' adzin adnahó 'they did not 
want to hurt one another'. 

4.9 Possession 
Of the means of expressing possession Belorussian makes full use of both 
the verb мець /тес ' 'to have' and the construction 'у/и + genitive case of 
the possessor -I- verb "to be" + nominative case for the thing possessed'. In 
both instances what is possessed may be a concrete object, an animate 
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being or an abstract quality, thus ён мае грошы (каня, талент)/ёп mae 
hróśy (kanja, talent) 'he has money (a horse, talent)' and у яго машына 
(сын, магчымасць)/и jahó maśyna (syn, mahcymasc') 'he has a car (a 
son, the opportunity)'. Much less use is made of the dative case, but it is 
found in certain verb phrases involving parts of the body, for example, ён 
сщснуу мне руку/ёп scisnuu mne ruku 'he squeezed my hand' (literally: 
'he squeezed to me hand'); and also in noun phrases where both possessor 
and possessed, are personal forms, for example, ты вораг мне/ty vorah 
mne 'you are my enemy' (literally: 'you enemy to me'). 

Within the noun phrase, possession is most typically expressed by the 
genitive case of a noun or by a possessive pronoun or adjective. The former 
is postposed to its head: гонар брыгады/Ьопаг bryhady 'honour of the 
brigade', вочы жанчыны/vocy žančyny 'the woman's eyes' (literally: 
'eyes of woman'); the latter, in unmarked usage at least, are preposed: мае 
д з е щ / т а е dzeci 'my children', дзедава кватэра/dzedava kvatóra 
'grandfather's flat'. In Modern Belorussian noun phrases with possessive 
adjectives remain live forms and are synonymous with those involving a 
noun in the genitive case, thus сын рыбака/syn rybaka or рыбакоу 
сын/rybakóu syn 'fisherman's son'. Possessive adjectives cannot, however, 
be used where it is a question of belonging to a group, since they cannot 
differentiate individual and collective possession; thus рыбаковы сыны/ 
rybakovy syny can only mean '(the) fisherman's sons', not ""fishermen's 
sons', which would have to be expressed as сыны рыбакоу/syny 
гуЬакой, literally 'sons of fishermen'. Belorussian also makes some use, 
within the noun phrase, of 'y/u + genitive' postposed to the head noun, for 
example, кабшёт у дырэктара/kabinet u dyrfektara 'director's office' 
(literally: 'office at director'). 

4.10 Quantifica tion 
In noun phrases involving the numerals '1-4' (and compound numerals 
with '1-4' as their last element) there is concord, irrespective of case: 
nominative адзш вялиа стол/adzin vjaliki stol 'one large table', два 
в я л ш я сталы/dva vjalikija staly 'two large tables', адна новая KHira/ 
adna novaja kniha 'one new book', дзве новыя KHiri/dzve novyja knihi 
'two new books' and so on. It will be observed from these examples that, in 
contrast to Russian, '2', '3', '4' do not govern the genitive singular of nouns 
when they themselves stand in the nominative or accusative case. An inter-
esting feature, however, is that feminine and neuter nouns with mobile 
stress, whilst having the ending of the nominative-accusative plural, show 
the stress of the singular, thus вядро/yjadró 'bucket', nominative plural 
вёдры/vedry, but тры вядры/try vjadry 'three buckets'; Tpy6a/truba 
'pipe', nominative plural трубыЛгйЬу, but чатыры трубы/ćatyry truby 
'four pipes'. In the case of feminine nouns, of course, such plural forms are 
homonymous with the genitive singular. 
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The numerals '5' and above, when in the nominative or accusative, 
govern nouns (and adjectives) in the genitive plural, but show full concord 
in all other cases, thus nominative-accusative пяць вялиих сталоу/pjac' 
vjalikix stałem Tive large tables', genitive пящ вялпах сталоу/pjaci 
vjalikix stalóO, dative пяц! вялиим сталам/pjaci yjalikim stałam and so 
on. The same applies to collective numerals (see 3.1.5) and indefinite 
numeral-words such as cntabKi/stol'ki 'so many' and некалыи/пёкаГк1 
'some, a few'. Многа/тпоЬа, шмат/šmat and, more colloquially, 
6araTa/bahata, all meaning 'much, many, lots of', are indeclinable forms 
which govern the genitive singular or plural as appropriate: многа лесу/ 
mnóha lesu 'a lot of forest', шмат pa3Óy/smat razóu 'many times'. In the 
plural only, declinable мнопя/тпоЬуа 'many' is used in concord with its 
head noun. 

The general principles underlying verb agreement with a quantitative 
noun phrase in Belorussian are the following: a singular verb (showing 
appropriate gender in the past tense) for ' l ' , and also for '21' and so on: 
вярнууся адзш (дваццаць адзш) салдат/у)'агпйй8]'а adzin (dvaccac' 
adzin) saldat 'one soldier (twenty-one soldiers) returned'; singular also 
(past tense neuter) with other numerals when the subject is non-human, for 
example, пяць гадоу прайшло з таго nacy/pjac' hadóu prajšlo z tahó 
času 'five years had passed since that time', or, if human, where large or 
approximate quantity is involved, thus за доупм сталом сядзела 
чалавек з дваццаць/га dóuhim stalom sjadzela čalavek z dvaccac' 'at a 
long table sat about twenty people'. A plural verb is used if the subject is 
human, the numeral is small and the active nature of the verbal action is 
stressed, for example, пёрад яго пешркам прамшьгнул1 дзве 
nócTaiji/perad jahó pózirkam pramil'hnuli dzve postaci 'two figures 
flashed before his gaze'. The distribution between singular and plural is 
thus heavily loaded in favour of the former. Plural verb agreement with a 
non-human subject may, however, be found if the dependent noun is 
feminine, for example, дзве машыны стаял1 крыху напёрадзе 
шшых/dzve masyny stajali kryxu naperadze inšyx 'two vehicles stood 
slightly in front of the others'; or if the noun phrase as a whole or the noun 
within it is modified, particularly if the modification serves to emphasize 
the individuality of the units making up the whole, for example: 

Шаснаццаць страшных, нясцёрпных год штогадзтным болем адмёрал1 
свой л\к матчыным сэрцы./Šasnaccac' strasnyx, njascerpnyx hod 
štohadzinnym bólem admerali svoj lik u matćynym sercy. 
'Sixteen terrible, unbearable years marked themselves off in hourly pain in the 
mother's heart.' 
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5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
For Belorussian no statistical data have yet been produced which would 
allow us to state with any degree of precision the proportion of items within 
the word-stock of the language which can be traced directly back to Proto-
Slavonic. The nearest one may get to such a calculation is to extrapolate 
from a generally accepted figure of about 2,000 for lexical items of Indo-
European and Proto-Slavonic origin in the modern Slavonic languages as a 
whole, and from the approximately 95,000 words recorded in Атра-
xoBin/Atraxovic (1977-84), that it is of the order of 2 per cent. Small 
though this figure may be, the words themselves are, of course, among the 
most frequently encountered in everyday linguistic situations, since they 
denote the most fundamental objects, phenomena, characteristics and acti-
vities: kinship terms, such as брат/brat 'brother', кум/kum 'godfather'; 
body parts, like BĆKa/veka 'eyelid', горла/hórla 'throat'; food terms: 
блш/blin 'pancake', сала/sala 'fat, lard'; flora and fauna: клён/klen 
'maple', арол/аг01 'eagle'; natural phenomena: град/hrad 'hail', дождж/ 
doždž 'rain'; temporal concepts: 3iMa/zima 'winter', месяц/mesjac 
'month'; basic activities in man's physical and mental existence: варыць/ 
varyc' 'to cook', вёдаць/vedac' 'to know'; as well as numerals, pronouns 
and basic prepositions, conjunctions and adverbs. 

A significantly greater (though again unqualified) proportion of Belo-
russian vocabulary is what is conventionally termed East Slavonic, that is, 
lexical items which can be traced back to the eight centuries between the 
break-up of Proto-Slavonic and the beginnings of the formation of the indi-
vidual East Slavonic languages at the end of the thirteenth/beginning of 
the fourteenth century. Much of this stratum, held in common by Belo-
russian, Russian and Ukrainian, belongs to the same lexical fields as those 
mentioned above, thus бацька/Ьас'ка 'father', клык/klyk 'fang, tusk', 
сабака/ваЬака 'dog', перац/регас 'pepper', радуга/raduha 'rainbow', 
прывыкаць/pryvykac' 'to become accustomed', cópaK/sórak '40'. In 
addition, however, it illustrates in particular the socio-economic changes 
which occurred in the life of the Eastern Slavs during that period and 
includes items in such fields as agriculture (сенажацьЛепайас' 'hayfield', 
ярына/jaryna 'spring crops'), implements (аброць/аЬгос' 'bridle', 
каромысел/karómysel 'yoke'), clothing (capÓHKa/sarocka 'shirt'). 

From the fourteenth century onwards one may speak of the creation of 
Belorussian lexis proper. Some of this vocabulary has in time replaced 
earlier lexical units, for example, бачыць/Ьасус' 'to see' and будаваць/ 
budavac' 'to build' for Old Russian видЬте/vidёti and строити/stroiti; 
cxofl/sxod 'meeting' for earlier сабраннеЛаЬгаппе; and the grammatical 
terms дзейшк/dzejnik 'subject' and дзеяслоу/dzejaslóu 'verb', neo-
logisms of the Soviet period. The vast majority of it, however, is accounted 
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for by derived lexical units, based on Indo-European, Proto-Slavonic or 
East Slavonic roots but given a distinctive Belorussian form by the choice 
of prefix and/or suffix. Included here are such items as авёчка/avečka 
'sheep', вучань/vučan' 'pupil', слухач/sluxae 'listener', 
KpacaMÓyHacub/krasamounasc' 'eloquence' and прашзаць/ргатгас' 
'to pierce'. It would also seem appropriate, for historical reasons, to regard 
as Belorussian lexis proper certain words common to Belorussian and 
Ukrainian and to Belorussian and Polish. Examples of the former are 
звычай/zvycaj 'custom' and л1чба/11сЬа 'figure', created at a time when, 
within the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Belorussians and Ukrainians shared 
a written language; examples of the latter are згода/zhóda 'agreement' 
and смутак/smutak 'sadness', dating from the period between 1569 and 
1795, when much of Belorussia was part of the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
Among the Slavonic languages the main sources of loan-words in Belo-
russian have been Polish and Russian, which have also served as a medium 
for the introduction of loan-words from other, non-Slavonic, languages. 
The earliest borrowings from Polish, such as моц /тос 'strength' and 
скарб/skarb 'treasure', date from the end of the fourteenth century, but 
the greatest influx of Polonisms into Belorussian took place during the 
period of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, when the use of the 
Belorussian literary language was banned. They cover a wide range of 
lexical fields from the everyday to sociopolitical, military and cultural 
terminology and abstract concepts; examples are вяндлша/vjandlina 
'ham', вщэлец/videlec 'fork', маёнтак/maentak 'estate', зброя/zbrója 
'weapons', ксёндз/ksendz 'priest' and сродак/sródak 'means'. Since that 
time Polish has exerted little influence on Belorussian and only a small 
number of borrowings have entered the language in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, for example, д'ябал/d'jabal 'devil', апанаваць/ 
apanavac' 'to seize'. 

Active Russian influence on the vocabulary of Belorussian began at the 
end of the eighteenth century following re-unification, and the oppression 
of Belorussia by the tsars during the nineteenth century is well reflected in 
Russisms from that period such as nepaeapOT/peravarot 'revolution' and 
ссылка/ssylka 'exile'. In the Soviet period this influence continued strong, 
embracing a large number of lexical fields but especially the sociopolitical 
(савёт/savet 'soviet'), the scientific (кукалка/кика1ка 'chrysalis'), and 
the technical (абкатка/аЬкгика 'running in'). For the historical reasons 
referred to in 5.1, it is notoriously difficult to identify Belorussian borrow-
ings from Ukrainian (as opposed to words held in common by the two 
languages in contrast to Russian), but among the relatively small number 
that can be so identified we may cite жупан/župan 'župan' (kind of jerkin) 
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and прыкмёта/prykmeta 'sign'. Like Ukrainian, Belorussian has very few 
Church Slavonicisms: дрэва/dreva 'tree' and maBa/hlava 'chapter' are 
rare examples of non-pleophonic forms. 

Outside the Slavonic languages the main sources of borrowings in Belo-
russians are, among Indo-European languages, Latin, German, French and 
increasingly, English, with smaller numbers of words coming from Greek 
(mainly religious, philosophical and scientific terminology), Italian (music, 
the theatre, finance and economics) and Dutch (predominantly maritime 
and shipbuilding terms). Many Latin words came into Belorussian in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries via Polish; examples are аргумент/ 
arhument 'argument', rÓHap/honar 'honour', л1тара/1кага 'letter'. Many 
more have arrived (and continue to arrive) in the twentieth century via 
Russian. These are almost exclusively terminological, from a wide variety 
of fields: a(|)iKc/afiks 'affix', вакцына/vakcyna 'vaccine', аберацыя/ 
aberacyja 'aberration', ap6iTa/arbita 'orbit' and so on. Belorussian has 
borrowed from German since the thirteenth century, occasionally directly, 
for example, Bara/vaha 'weight', дах/dah 'roof', but more often via Polish 
and, in modern times, Russian. The main lexical fields concerned are trade, 
crafts and building (гандаль/handal' 'trade', цэгла/сёЫа 'brick'), mili-
tary terms (афщэр/айсёг 'officer', лагер/tóher 'camp') and the arts 
(мальберт/таГЬей 'easel', камертон/катейоп 'tuning-fork'). Some 
loan-words from French, such as банкёт/banket 'banquet', сержант/ 
seržant 'sergeant', entered Belorussian as early as the sixteenth or seven-
teenth century; most, however, are more recent, for example, 
гараж/haraž 'garage', шаланда/šalanda 'barge'. Almost all English loan-
words in Belorussian date from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and 
have entered the language via Russian. They include many terms in the 
sporting, military, political and economic, and technical spheres, such as 
бокс/boks 'boxing', CHańnep/snajper 'sniper', парламент /райатет 
'parliament', lMnapT/impart 'import' and грэйдэр/ЬгМёг 'grader'. 

The major non-Indo-European source has been the Turkic languages, 
principally Tatar and Turkish. However, few Turkic borrowings are recent; 
most go back either to the period of a common East Slavonic language, for 
example, арда/arda 'horde', баран/Ьагап 'ram', or to the fourteenth to 
sixteenth centuries when Tatar settlements appeared on Belorussian terri-
tory, like апанча/арапса 'cloak', кутас/kutas 'tassel'. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Both formal and semantic criteria play a role in the adaptation of borrowed 
nouns to the Belorussian morphological system. In the case of animate 
nouns gender is determined by sex. Following from this, such nouns do not 
decline unless masculine and ending in a consonant (o-stem) or feminine 
and ending in -а(-я)/-а(^а) (a-stem). Thus дэндз^ёпсЫ (м) 'dandy' 
and мадам/madam (F) 'madame' are indeclinable. Inanimate nouns, on 
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the other hand, are assigned declensional type and gender on purely formal 
criteria, irrespective of gender (or lack thereof) in the source language. 
Thus, both lampe and pension are feminine in French, but in Belorussian, 
while лямпа/Цатра 'lamp' declines as a feminine я-stem noun, панаён / 
pansien 'boarding house' is masculine o-stem. Nouns with the nominative 
singular ending in a soft consonant may be assigned to either the masculine 
o-stem (бшь/biT 'bill') or feminine /-stem declension (стралb/spiral ' 
'spiral'). Inanimate nouns ending in a vowel other than -a/-a, and also 
those in -a/-a from / о / by akanne, are treated as indeclinable and neuter: 
apró/arhó 'slang', клппэ/кШё 'cliche', jpicapci/džčrsi 'jersey', эмбарга/ 
fembarha 'embargo'. Occasionally, number is also assigned purely on 
formal grounds, thus the English plural beams becomes singular 6iMc/ 
bims 'beam'. 

Foreign verbs are borrowed almost exclusively with the aid of the suffix 
-aea-/-ava-. A count of such (non-prefixal) verbs in the first three volumes 
of ATpaxoBin/Atraxovic (1977-84) produces a total of 492, of which 305 
(62 per cent) are bi-aspectual, 181 (36.8 per cent) imperfective and only 
six (1.2 per cent) perfective. Some of the imperfective verbs are non-
paired, for example, артыкуляваць/artykuljavac' 'to articulate', but most 
have corresponding perfectives formed by prefixation, as in the case of 
ппнатызаваць - загшнатызаваць/hipnatyzavac' - zahipnatyzavac' 'to 
hypnotize'. That this is a living feature of Belorussian is shown by the co-
existence of some bi-aspectual verbs with derived perfectives, thus along-
side bi-aspectual дэмapaлiзaвaць/dёmaralizavac' 'to demoralize' we find 
perfective здэмapaлiзaвaць/zdёmaralizavac'. Of the six non-prefixal 
perfectives only адукаваць/adukavac' 'to educate' is unpaired; the others 
derive imperfectives by means of the suffix -óyBa-/-óuva-, for example 
аргашзаваць - аргашзоуваць/arhanizavac' - arhanizćmvac' 'to 
organize'. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
'White' бёлы/bely; 'black' чорны/согпу; 'red' чырвоны/сугату; 
'green' зялёны/zjaleny; 'yellow' жоуты/йснКу; 'blue' čim/sini and 
блаютны/Ыаккпу; 'brown' карычневы/karycnevy, буры/Ьйгу and 
руды/rudy; 'purple' ? барвбвы/barvovy, пурпурны (пурпуровы)/ 
purpurny (purpurovy), ф1ялётавы/^а1ё1а\7, лт0уу/Шоуу; 'pink' 
ружовы/гийслгу; 'orange' apaнжaвы/aranžavy; 'grey' шэры/§ёгу and 
ciebi/sivy. 

Questions raised by Corbett and Morgan (1988) concerning which 
colour terms are basic in Russian are equally relevant to Belorussian. Thus, 
all the evidence points to there being no purple term fully established as 
basic: 6apBÓBbi/barvovy suggests 'crimson', пурпурны (пурпуровы)/ 
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purpurny (purpurovy) also tends in that direction, whilst ({мялетавы/ 
fijaletavy and лшовы/Шоуу have only a restricted application. Of the 
three terms for 'brown' буры/Ьигу would appear to have the strongest 
claim to being basic, since it covers the range from 'greyish-brown' to 'dark 
brown', while карычневы/karycnevy is at the paler end of the range (the 
colour of an acorn or cinnamon), and руды/rudy suggests 'ginger, 
reddish-brown', compare рудая вавёрка/rudaja vavćrka 'red squirrel'. 

Worth further investigation in Belorussian are the terms for 'blue' and 
'grey'. Are both terms for 'blue' basic, given that cmi/sini appears to cover 
both 'dark blue' and 'light blue' and блакггны/Ыаккпу is suspect (see 
Berlin and Kay 1969: 6) on the grounds of being derived from the name of 
an object блакгг/Ыакк 'clear sky' and, possibly, as a borrowing (from 
Czech)? Conversely, does Belorussian perhaps have two basic terms for 
'grey'? CiBbi/sivy, though predicated of hair, has a much wider range of 
application, being associated with nouns as diverse as хмара/хтага 
'cloud', каракуль/кагакиГ 'astrakhan (fur)' and халат/хаШ 'dressing-
gown'; while both grey terms may be applied as epithets to TBap/tvar 
'face'. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
'Head' галава'halava; 'eye' BÓKa/voka; 'nose' нос/nos; 'ear' вуха/ 
vuxa; 'mouth' рот/rot; 'hair' валасы/valasy; 'neck' шыя/syja; 'arm/ 
hand' рука/гика; 'finger' палец/ра1ес; 'leg/foot' Hara/naha; 'toe' 
палец/ра1ес; 'chest' rpyfl3i/hrudzi; 'heart' сэрцаЛёгса. 

In Belorussian 'hand' and 'arm', 'leg' and 'foot' are not normally differ-
entiated. Where it is important to be more specific Kicub/kisc' denotes the 
area from wrist to fingertips, ступня/stupnja that from ankle to toes. 
Note, incidentally, a single word for 'finger' and 'toe'. rpyfl3i/hrudzi 
'chest' is a pluralia tantum noun. Валасы/valasy 'hair' (as a mass) is the 
plural of Bcuiac/volas '(single) hair'. 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
'Mother' Maiji/maci or мэтка/matka; 'father' ба^ька/Ьас'ка; 'sister' 
сястра/sjastra; 'brother' брат/brat; 'aunt' цётка/cetka; 'uncle' 
дзядзька/dzjadz'ka; 'niece' плямённща/рЦатёшиса; 'nephew' 
плямёншк/рЦатёптк; 'cousin (female)' дваюрадная (стрыёчная) 
сястра/dvajuradnaja (stryecnaja) sjastra; 'cousin (male)' дваюрадны 
(стрыёчны) брат/dvajuradny (stryecny) brat; 'grandmother' 6a6a/baba 
or бабка/ЬаЬка; 'grandfather' дзед/dzed; 'wife' жонка/йопка; 'hus-
band' муж/muž; 'daughter' дачка/dačka; 'son' сын/syn. 

For the peculiarities of мащ/maci, see 3.1.2. Айцёц/ajcec is archaic as 
a kinship term and now means 'father' only in the religious sense. Amongst 
the terms for immediate family, note the preponderance on the female side 
of derived forms with the suffix -к-/-к-, the underlying forms (except in 
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the case of 'grandmother') having ceased to be current. The alternatives for 
'cousin' are free variants and do not differentiate between the male and 
female line. 

6 Dialects 
The dialects of Modern Belorussian are conventionally divided into either 
two or three major groups. Both classifications recognize a north-eastern 
and a south-western group; the difference between them lies merely in 
whether the band of central subdialects which runs approximately north-
west-south-east across the country (see map 16.1) is regarded as a group in 
its own right or whether, since it combines features of both the other major 
groups, it is regarded as transitional. Since the publication in 1963 of the 
Dialect Atlas of the Belorussian Language (AeaHecay/Avanesau et al. 
1963), it is the latter approach which has been favoured. As illustrated on 
map 16.1, the two main dialect groups may be further subdivided: the 
north-eastern into the Polack group and the Vicebsk-Mahileii group; the 
south-western into the Sluck-Babrujsk-Mazyr, western and Bržst-Pinsk 
(Palessian) groups. 

The north-eastern dialect group is distinguished by dissimilative akanne 
and jakanne, that is, in words where the stressed vowel is / a / , pre-tonic 
/ o / , / e / , / a / become not [a] but [i] or [л], while pre-tonic / e / after a 
palatalized consonant becomes [i]. Only where the tonic vowel is other 
than / a / do pre-tonic / o / , / e / , / a / coalesce in [a]. Thus, nominative 
singular eaAa/vada 'water', рака/гака 'river' and вясна/vjasna 'spring' 
are pronounced [vida] or [vAda], [rika] or [глка], [v'isna] respectively, 
whilst, for example, genitive singular вады/vady, paid/raki and вясны/ 
vjasny are pronounced, as in the standard language, [vadi], [rak'i], 
[v'asni]. Other characteristic phonetic features of the north-eastern 
dialects are prothetic [v] before initial stressed / o / , / u / , for example, 
BÓceHb/vósen' 'autumn' [vos'en'], вуж/vuž 'grass snake' [vuš]; gemina-
tion of dentals and post-dentals in clusters of palatalized consonant + / j / 
arising from the loss of the jers, for example, вясёлле/vjaselle 'wedding' 
[v'as'elTe] (both features adopted by the standard language); assimilation 
in the cluster /dn / , thus [xalonna] for standard [xalodna] хал одна/ 
xalodna 'cold'; some elements of cokanne, for example, [p'ec] for standard 
[p'ec] печ/рес 'stove', [dAcka] for standard [đačka] дачка/dačka 
'daughter'. In the Vicebsk-Mahileii group only, we find palatal [r']. 

Morphological features of the north-eastern dialect group which distin-
guish it from the standard language include the ending of the masculine 
nominative singular adjective - compare [dóbrij], [s'l'apej] with standard 
[dóbri] добры/dóbry 'good' and [s'l'api] сляпы/sljapy 'blind'; the 
presence of [c'] < [t'] in the third person singular non-past of first-
conjugation verbs as well as second, as in [n'as'ec'] for standard нясе/ 
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Map 16.1 Belorussian dialects 
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njase 'carries'; a reduced infinitive suffix for verbs with a stem ending in a 
consonant, for example, [n'es'c'], [klas'c'] for standard нёсщ/nesci 'to 
carry' and icnacui/klasci 'to put'; and a first-conjugation ending in the first 
person plural non-past of the two athematic verbs, thus [jadz'om], 
[dadz'om]. 

In contrast to the north-eastern group, the dialects of the south-western 
group are characterized, like standard Belorussian, by non-dissimilative 
akanne and, for the most part, jakanne, that is, unstressed /a / , /o / , / e / 
coalesce in [a] irrespective of the quality of the stressed vowel, thus [vada] 
Bafla/vada 'water', [marós] мароз/тагог 'frost', [pšan'ica] пшанща/ 
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pšanica 'wheat', [yl'adz'ec'] глядзёць/hljadzec' 'to look'. In the Minsk 
and Homel' regions, however, there is widespread ekanne in place of 
jakanne, for example, сястра/sjastra 'sister' is pronounced [s'estra]. The 
south-western dialects share with the northern dialects of Ukrainian the 
diphthongization of stressed / e / and / о / to [ie] and [uoj, as in the 
pronunciations [m'iera]. [muost] of мера/тега 'measure' and мост/most 
'bridge'; alternatively, a closed [e] or [6] is heard, thus [m'era], [most]. 
Other characteristic phonetic features of the south-western group are 
prothetic / у / before initial / a / , / o / , / u / , / i / , as in [yarac'], [yos'en'] for 
standard араць/агас' 'to plough', BĆ>ceHb/vósen' 'autumn'; contraction 
of the geminated dentals and post-dentals that arose in clusters of palatal-
ized consonant + / j / after the loss of the jers to single, unlengthened 
consonants, thus вяселле/vjaselle 'wedding' is pronouned [v'as'el'a]; 
hard [r], as in the standard language. 

The nominal morphology of the south-western dialect group has a 
number of characteristic features distinguishing it from the standard 
language. In the noun declension system several older features are 
retained: the full ending -ою(-аю, -ею, ^io)/-óju(-aju, -eju, -jaju) in the 
instrumental singular of a-stem nouns (гарою/haróju from rapa/hara 
'mountain'); neuter nominative plural in -a/-a (гнёзда/hnezda 'nests' for 
standard гнёзды/hnezdy); stressed - о м / - о т and -óx/-óx in the dative 
and locative plural respectively of masculine o-stem nouns (у гарадох/и 
haradox 'in the towns'); dual forms of feminine and neuter nouns (дзве 
хаце/dzve xace 'two houses' - compare standard дзве хаты/dzve xaty). 
Innovations include a masculine nominative plural in stressed -э(-ё)/ 
-ё(-е), for example, гарадэ/1шж!ё, буракё/Ьигакё for standard 
гарады/harady 'towns' and 6ypaid/buraki 'beets'; and the spread of the 
animate accusative singular to inanimate nouns, as in ён знайшоу 
грыба/ёп znajšćm hryba 'he found a mushroom'. In adjectival morphology 
we encounter a feature characteristic also of Ukrainian: the loss of inter-
vocalic / j / and fusion of the two vowels in the feminine and neuter nomin-
ative and accusative singular endings, thus малада/такк!а, 
маладу/maladu, маладо/maladó from малады/malady 'young' -
compare the standard forms in table 16.5. In some dialects of the south-
western group adjectives retain the old ending - о м / - о т in the masculine 
and neuter locative singular. In verbal morphology, characteristic of the 
south-western dialects is the first person plural imperative ending -ма / -та 
referred to in 3.2.2: чытайма/cytajma 'let us read', кшьма/kin'ma 'let 
us throw'. Also found is a synthetic form of the future tense created by 
combining the infinitive with appropriate forms of the Old Russian 
auxiliary имати/imati: рабщьму/гаЫс'ти T shall do', рабщьмеш/ 
rabie 'meš 'you will do' and so on. Finally, the reflexive particle occurs in a 
non-palatalized form -ca/-sa, for example, яны cvwjuiica/jany smjajalisa 
'they laughed' for standard с м я я л ю я Л п ^ ' а ^ а . 
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